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The Live Green House on cam-
pus has a new addition: a compost-
ing machine. The purpose of the 
machine is to spread the house’s 
message about living green and to 
show that Puget Sound students care 
about composting. 
The composting machine is a 
$600, 60-gallon freestanding tum-
bler that sits outside of the Live 
Green House. The intention is for 
residents in on-campus houses and 
theme houses to collect their com-
post throughout the week in con-
tainers supplied by the Live Green 
House, deposit the waste into the 
composter and record the amount of 
compost they deposit in a log book. 
“The purpose of the log is so that 
we can track the success of this pro-
gram,” Live Green House resident 
Maggie Shanahan said. 
The process of making compost is 
not an especially long one.
“From the time you stop putting 
stuff in it takes 14 days” Claire Arm-
strong-Hann, another resident of the 
Live Green House said. 
Shanahan revealed that Students 
for a Sustainable Campus had been 
pursuing a composting system on 
campus for years.  
“Composting is usually the first 
thing people talk about when they 
talk about sustainability on campus,” 
Live Green House resident Holly Kv-
alheim said. 
Shanahan explained that several 
obstacles have prevented previous 
attempts at campus composting. 
“There’s the space issue, the rat 
problem [from storing food prod-
ucts outside], and continuity. Au-
thorities are concerned that before 
this program gets off the ground, 
students will lose interest, and it will 
fall apart,” she said. 
 “Students talk a lot about how 
UPS is all talk and no action when 
it comes to sustainability. This is our 
opportunity to take action. If stu-
dents are committed to compost-
ing, this program will succeed, and 
the University will see that we are se-
rious about being green,” Shanahan 
continued.  
This compost machine is “a first 
step because students have to show 
interest to persuade Facilities to con-
tinue,” Live Green House resident 
Rachel Siegel said. 
“If students generate more com-
post than the tumbler can han-
dle, which we should, that will be 
grounds to expand the program. If 
this program succeeds, Facilities is 
open to the possibility of purchasing 
more composters for different areas 
of campus,” Shanahan said. 
The Live Green House worked 
with the Sustainability Advisory 
Committee—which consisted of 
students, faculty and staff—to bring 
composting to campus. Next, the 
Live Green House wrote a proposal 
for a composter that was presented 
to Facilities and was approved at the 
end of January. Facilities then pur-
chased the composter for the house. 
Anyone on campus can use the 
composter just as long as they con-
tact the Live Green House before-
hand. “Though our program targets 
Theme Row, all students our wel-
come to use it,” Shanahan stated. 
The Live Green House provides 
a list of compostable products with 
each compost bucket that they loan 
out. Compostable products include: 
all vegan foods, fruit and vegeta-
ble peels, coffee grounds and filters, 
egg shells, dryer lint, shredded card-
board and paper products, and algae. 
On the other hand, meat, fat, grease, oil, 
In less than a week, the ASUPS 
Senate not only overruled a pres-
idential veto, held an emergency 
meeting, broke their own proce-
dural rules, and passed a resolution 
supporting a controversial bill in 
the state legislature seeking to close 
Washington state’s only coal-fired 
power plant, but it emerged feeling 
accomplished and confident for the 
future. 
The aptly named “Beyond Coal” 
resolution that initiated this unprec-
edented discussion of student body 
politics was finally passed via a 6-3 
vote in favor of overruling of Presi-
dent Dan Miller’s veto at the formal 
Senate meeting on Feb. 17.
“The issue is not really about 
the Trans Alta Company or coal; 
it is about whether or not the Sen-
ate should be making resolutions 
in support of, or against, an issue,” 
Marta Palmquist-Cady, the Senate 
representative of the Dean of Stu-
dents. 
In this case, the proposal for sup-
port came from Student for a Sus-
tainable Campus, an ASUPS club. 
The club brought over 270 signa-
tures from the student body show-
ing support for the cause. Wheth-
er or not ASUPS should be making 
such political statements brings up 
the question of what role should 
student government play on sup-
porting larger political issues. 
 The Feb. 17 decision took a de-
finitive stance on that core issue, 
with the majority of senators argu-
ing for a more expansive role of the 
legislative branch. The function of 
the ASUPS senate has almost ex-
clusively been allocating funding 
for student clubs. This political res-
olution and the precedent estab-
lished sought to change that singu-
lar role. According to Senate Chair 
Erin Jamroz, the Senate has the right 
and ability to define what their ac-
tions are. 
“I believe that Senate’s role is to 
give the students a voice and to give 
them a say in what happens and 
the running of their school,” Senate 
chair Erin Jamroz said. “It is the job 
and sole purpose of this Senate to 
represent our student body.”
Other members of the Senate and 
President Miller believe that ASUPS 
should play a smaller role on off-
campus political issues. In the for-
mal reasoning of his Veto, Miller 
stated that “my veto of the Washing-
ton ‘Beyond Coal’ Resolution did 
not arise out of opposition to the 
Resolution itself, but to the Con-
stitutional, precedent-setting, and 
procedural issues associated with its 
rapid passage through Senate.” 
For Miller, passing the resolution 
sets a precedent that “has the poten-
tial to alienate members of the stu-
dent body who are not represent-
ed in the majority.” The entirety of 
Miller’s justification is posted on 
Facebook in an event “Emergency 
Meeting of the ASUPS Senate.”
Senior Senator Jordan Lane 
echoed similar sentiments during 
the emergency meeting on Feb. 14, 
which was held per Senate rules to 
discuss President Millers’ veto. 
“I think Senators are elected on 
the grounds that Senate deals with 
internal, student issues. I think this 










Tennis scores two early 
victories
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By CAITLIN DOXSIE
This coming fall, Professor John 
Wesley of the University of Toronto 
will make Puget Sound his new ac-
ademic home. This addition to the 
ranks is the result of an extensive 
hiring process that the English de-
partment underwent to account for 
the impending retirement of Profes-
sors Peter Greenfield and Florence 
Sandler. 
“This is exactly the kind of uni-
versity I’ve always wanted to work 
for,” Wesley said. “It’s a great honor 
to have been selected.”
Wesley’s transition is one from 
holding a postdoctoral fellowship at 
the University of Toronto, where he 
has taught Literature since 2008, to 
an assistant professorship at Puget 
Sound.
“Landing a tenure-line position 
at a school like UPS is an incredible 
privilege, and I’m confident it’s the 
right step. It’s the ideal step, actual-
ly,” he said. 
Wesley’s fellowship, which gave 
him research funding until 2012, 
granted him the time to choose se-
lectively where he applied for a new 
position.
“It really is about finding the right 
fit, both from the hiring committee’s 
point of view, and the candidate’s,” 
English department chair Priti Joshi 
said.
Hailing originally from Vancou-
ver, B.C., Wesley is also pleased with 
a move back to the Pacific North-
west.
“I think it’s further special that 
such a desirable career move coin-
cides with a move home,” he said, 
“an increasingly rare occurrence in 
the academic profession.”
What’s more, Wesley’s previous 
familiarity with Puget Sound’s goals 
and standards gave the position 
more significance.
“I’m delighted to have been of-
fered a position at a school for 
which I felt from the very beginning 
would be a great fit,” he said. 
Though filling the shoes of long-
established professors, Wesley in-
tends to bring a new and specific 
perspective to the school. Teaching 
to the early modern and Renais-
sance periods, he said that his par-
ticular emphasis is on “the relation-
ship between literature and culture.”
Joshi said, “We’re a unique insti-
tution, so we have unique needs. We 
were looking for someone really do-
ing cutting-edge scholarship—peo-
ple at the scholarly pinnacle.”
More than that, Joshi said that 
while most institutions look for ex-
cellent scholars, Puget Sound also 
concerns itself with professors who 
can also teach innovatively. 
It was the balance of valuing 
Puget Sound’s objectives at the same 
time as establishing a distinctive 
point of view in teaching that con-
vinced the department of Wesley’s 
fit with the University.
“One of the things that was very 
important to me was that I didn’t 
just want to replicate ourselves,” 
Joshi said. “For me, Professor Wes-
ley hit the nail on the head for that 
one. He stretches and grows us. He 
brings an interesting methodology 
and perspective on the period.”
He was able to expound on his 
unique interests, which hone in on 
rhetoric and culture in Renaissance 
England, in the campus lecture that 
he gave as the final portion of the 
hiring process. His lecture, entitled 
“Lavinia’s Alphabet: Rhetoric, Emo-
tion, and Language Reform on the 
Renaissance Stage,” gave him the 
opportunity to interact with stu-
dents and faculty about his area of 
scholarship.
“It [the lecture] was a great plea-
sure,” Wesley said. “The Q&A peri-
od in particular was challenging in 
the best of ways, in that the ques-
tions from students and faculty alike 
helped me think about my research 
ASUPS against coal
By MIKE KNAPE
Cake!: Engl. professor Wesley.
see WESLEY page 2
see COMPOST page 2
Campus compost: Live Green House resident Maggie Shana-
han demonstrates how to use the new composting machine.
“If students generate more 
compost than the tumbler 
can handle, which we 
should, that will be grounds 
to exand the program”
—Maggie Shannahan
Students bring composting machine to campus
English departement welcomes 
new hire, Canadian John Wesley
see COAL page 2
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The following incidents have been reported to Security Services 
between February 15 and February 21, 2011:
Facilities reported damage that appears to have been caused by 
a vehicle on the pathway into campus near North 9th and Puget 
Sound.  Several pathways lights were knocked over and there were 
deep ruts in the lawn.
 
A student reported personal property missing from the pool deck.  
He left there, unattended, while he was in the pool.  He did not 
notice any suspicious individuals in the area.
 
A student reported his iPod stolen from a desk in the Library.  He 
said he left his iPod on the desk while he was away for a short time 
period.  He did not report any suspects.
Courtesy of Todd A. Badham, Director of Security Services
SECURIT Y REPORT
in several new and interesting ways.”
Th e lecture served as a means of 
further evaluating Wesley’s compat-
ibility with Puget Sound.
“Th ere was a palpable energy af-
ter the lecture, Joshi said. “Th e way 
students interacted with him sug-
gests that he has all the ingredients 
that we were looking for.”
Students who attended the lec-
ture were able to glean what Wesley 
would be able to provide them from 
an academic standpoint. English 
major Maddie Byers said, “Professor 
Wesley’s sharp wit and dedication to 
active pedagogy has the potential to 
bring tremendous life to the chal-
lenging texts of the Renaissance.”
 Th is idea is one that coincides 
with an important factor that the 
English department considered 
when evaluating candidates.
“He’s bringing a level of excite-
ment about his stuff ,” Joshi said. “It 
takes really good teaching to bring 
the of kind of energy he brings.”
Another important consideration 
during the hiring process was what 
sort of combination of assets each 
professor could provide. In Wesley’s 
case, his time spent as the editor of 
a creative writing journal as an un-
dergraduate, his active work with 
a variety of literature and his focus 
on rhetoric and culture entwine the 
University’s three literature empha-
ses—Creative Writing, Literature 
and Writing, Rhetoric and Culture. 
“We didn’t start out looking for 
that. We were really lucky to get a 
unique combination of all three of 
the tracks we have here,” Joshi said. 
In the fall, Wesley will teach Eng-
lish 221—a survey course that covers 
a span of time starting with Beowulf 
and ending with John Milton—in 
addition to Shakespeare, English 
351. According to Joshi, new profes-
sors typically start out teaching pre-
viously established courses and add 
more classes more specifi c to their 
interests in time. 
For Wesley, these include a course 
on the Bible and literature as well 
and one devoted to Milton’s Para-
dise Lost, among others. 
Wesley has high hopes for what 
he’ll be able to accomplish at Puget 
Sound.
He said that he feels he will be 
able to contribute to the Univer-
sity’s “liberal arts focus, emphasis 
on interactive and interdisciplinary 
learning, opportunities for collab-
orative work, the ways that students 
are actively involved in their devel-
opment, [and] the kinds of research 
being done by faculty.” 
Finally, in the true fashion of one 
who devotes his time to extensive 
studies of language, Wesley said, “If 
you’re interested in the proper way 
to pronounce ‘out’ and ‘about,’ I can 
help. We Canadians have been prac-
ticing for years.”
bones and dairy products like milk, 
cheese and yogurt are not composta-
ble. Th e house requests that compost 
is dropped off  every week and that 
the volume of the compost is record-
ed on the chart located on the Live 
Green House porch. Contact Shana-
han at mshanahan@pugetsound.edu 
if you are interested in contributing.
 “Our dream is that interest will 
exceed the capacity of this [compos-
ter] and then the University will un-
derstand that students are commit-
ted to composting,” Shanahan said.
Phishing torments webmail
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By CHELSEA TSUCHIDA
Phishing scams have become an 
increasing problem for Technology 
Services and students using Puget 
Sound’s webmail. Lack of awareness 
and caution make students vulner-
able to these scams, which when re-
sponded to, can compromise a stu-
dent’s webmail account as well as 
the University’s reputation. 
“Th ere has been an increase in the 
number of phishing scam messages 
that folks receive, and therefore the 
number of folks who fall for them 
has gone up. It could be, too, that 
people are just more apt to give out 
personal info online these days.  I do 
know that some of the phishers have 
become more sophisticated in their 
scams,” says M. K. Smith, Commu-
nications and Project Manager of 
Tech Services. 
“It generally goes in waves. I 
would say we are in a high point 
right now,” says William Morse, Jr., 
Chief Technology Offi  cer and Asso-
ciate Vice President for Technology 
Services. 
Phishing emails are a specifi c type 
of spam, which ask students to de-
volve their webmail username and 
password by either submitting it di-
rectly to the sender or redirecting 
students to another site that very 
closely resembles Puget Sound’s 
webmail login page. 
 “When somebody responds to 
a message they’re hurting them-
selves and others as well,” says 
Smith, “When somebody gives out 
a password, we have to lock that ac-
count down. We have no choice. 
Th at’s why someone’s account will 
get quarantined, and they need to 
come to the service desk to reset 
their password. Th ere’s also a Pass-
word Security Agreement that we 
ask people to sign. It’s not to punish 
them, but to educate people.” 
According to Tech Services, if a 
student’s webmail is compromised it 
not only makes their webmail user-
name and password available to an 
unknown party, but it also hurts the 
University and anyone else who uses 
a “pugetsound.edu” email address. 
When a “phisher” gains access to 
the student’s email, he or she has the 
ability to generate spam. 
Th is student’s account then be-
comes a liability to the University 
because of the massive amounts of 
spam being sent out by their email. 
As a result, places that receive these 
spam messages and see the “puget-
sound.edu” will block the Universi-
ty and any email from there. 
According to Morse, most of the 
time when a student’s webmail is 
compromised, Tech Services does 
not require the student’s computer 
to fi x the problem. “Th ere are some 
cases where we would want to work 
on the person’s computer if they 
have gotten some sort of virus or if 
they opened an attachment contain-
ing a botnet, which actually uses the 
computer itself to send spam, in-
stead of just the Puget Sound email,” 
said Morse.  
Jaki Nestor, a student at Puget 
Sound who responded to a phish-
ing email said, “Well, it was quite a 
debacle, but Tech Services was real-
ly nice! I received over a thousand 
e-mails which clogged up my work 
e-mail and I got really backed up in 
work.” 
“For some reason I didn’t even 
think really closely about it, the e-
mail seemed straight forward so 
I answered it to get it out of the 
way and move on to more impor-
tant work. I just called Tech ser-
vices, they educated me a bit, fi xed 
the problem and that was it, prob-
lem solved. I will defi nitely not do 
it again, that’s for sure,” Nester said.
Th ere are some clues to look for 
that can help students spot a phish-
ing scam, including spelling and 
grammatical errors. And although 
some scams are becoming more in-
discreet, there are still some that are 
easily spotted by the sender’s email, 
like those not from a “pugetsound.
edu” address. 
However, more sophisticated 
phishing emails may actually have a 
“pugetsound.edu” at the end of the 
sender’s email. 
Th ere was one instance that the 
phishing email redirected students 
to a login page that very closely re-
sembled Puget Sound’s webmail 
login page, but the URL was not 
from the University. Oft en times 
these emails will present an ulti-
matum that the students’ accounts 
will be terminated or their accounts 
need to be updated, requiring stu-
dents to off er their password. Tech 
Services will never ask for a stu-
dent’s password or threaten to close 
their account. 
Spam emails are not automati-
cally sent to everyone, which make 
them diffi  cult to track down. 
If students are ever in doubt as to 
the legitimacy of an email, they can 
contact or email the service desk. 
Everyone’s webmail accounts are 
equipped with anti-spam soft ware, 
which fi lters all incoming email. 
Unfortunately, this does not elim-
inate the possibility of receiving 
spam. 
According to Mark Young, Direc-
tor of Network and Server Systems, 
approximately 94-95 percent of all 
email on the Internet is spam.  
According to Morse, it is diffi  cult 
to prevent all phishing emails be-
cause there is nothing really unique 
to them. Many phishing emails also 
generate from other accounts that 
have been compromised, which 
means that it may seem like it is 
coming from a legitimate sender 
when it really is not. 
Tech Services has been discussing 
possible add-on products, which 
can further protect students, facul-
ty and staff . 
“When we fi nd out about one of 
these emails, we do redirect any re-
plies to that particular address to a 
specifi c account set up by the Uni-
versity. And then what we do is no-
tify that person that that was not a 
genuine email,” said Young. “When 
we catch it like that, it’s actually 
quite eff ective because the student’s 
password never gets out.”
According to Tech Services, un-
fortunately, if a student is not on 
campus, there is nothing the Uni-
versity can do. Technology Services 
want students to be as wary of their 
login information as they are wary 
of their social security numbers. 
“Th e person who’s really empow-
ered to make a diff erence is the user 
themselves. Just being careful. You 
need to be as careful with your pass-
words as your keys,” says Morse.  
is overstepping what the average 
student is thinking about when vot-
ing for their representative,” Lane 
said. 
Voter participation was one of the 
issues that cast doubt on the Sen-
ate’s legitimate ability to pass this 
type of resolution, as some Senators 
were elected as write-in candidates 
with only single digit votes. If a Sen-
ator only received 7 students’ votes, 
do they truly represent the student 
body? 
According to Jamroz, that is an is-
sue to be solved by the Senate and 
the student body together.
“Whether you were elected by 
half the students or 8 students, you 
were elected. By students choosing 
not to run or not to vote, they’re 
leaving it even more up to their sen-
ators,” Jamroz said. 
Off -Campus senator and write-in 
Pieter Verhaar agreed.
“I think it says something that 
students took the initiative to write 
us in, it is not like we’re random stu-
dents. I also think that a lot of what 
Senate is is discussing these issues, 
and most of the decisions we make 
come from the group. I would not 
have felt comfortable accepting the 
position if I did not feel like I repre-
sented my peers,” Verhaar. 
Despite the diff erence in opin-
ions, both sides of the debate, as 
well as other students who attended 
the Senate proceedings, felt satisfi ed 
with the outcome. Former ASUPS 
President James Luu, who attended 
the Feb. 17 Senate, was particularly 
moved by the process. 
“As the President Emeritus and 
more importantly as a senior leav-
ing campus, I’d like to say that I’m 
inspired by the direction this Senate 
is moving,” Luu said. 
Having seen virtually no use in recent years, 
“landline” telephones in university residential 
rooms will be retired in Summer 2011. Residential staﬀ 
will still have phones and each residential ﬂoor and 
university-owned house will have one common phone.  
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Want your opinion to be heard?
If you have a strong reaction to an article, e-mail us at 
trailops@pugetsound.edu, or visit our new website at 
trail.pugetsound.edu and share your voice with us. We will 
select responses each week to publish in the next issue.
By MACKENZIE HEPKER
This article is inspired by Conan 
O’Brien’s bod. On Dec. 2, 2010, 
O’Brien donned jeggings for the en-
tirety of his acclaimed late-night talk 
show, “Conan.” For those who aren’t 
aware, jeggings are denim or denim-
ish leggings that have been increas-
ing in popularity since mid-2010 and 
they are very, very tight. 
Watching O’Brien strut with grace 
and sarcastic confidence about the 
stage as he bared his long, slender 
legs before a floored audience took 
me completely aback. I was surprised 
by the shape of his legs, lean yet 
somehow unfeminine, and his over-
all body shape was strange and un-
familiar in this skin-tight light. As-
sessing the situation up and down, it 
occurred to me that structurally his 
legs were quite nice. So why was I 
feeling more fluster than attraction?
The answer is that the male form 
simply isn’t given as much open at-
tention aånd appreciation in our so-
ciety as the female form. It is gener-
ally more concealed or distorted by 
the type of clothing that most men 
wear, like baggy jeans, sweats, t-shirts 
and sweatshirts. The human body is 
something that takes getting used to. 
While we are bombarded by im-
ages of half-or-more-naked women 
in almost every aspect of the media 
in our daily life (glorifying woman as 
an object of beauty and pleasure, be 
that purely sexual), men’s bodies are 
hardly held in the same esteem—es-
pecially from the waist down. In gen-
eral, we are just not as accustomed to 
the way it is built.
There is something very wrong 
with this—with the tendency for 
perfectly fit men running around in 
booty-shorts to inspire giggles and 
raised eyebrows from even the most 
flaming heterosexual women, while 
a clan of college girls doing the same 
brings boundless joy to all that are at-
tracted to that gender. 
As a flaming heterosexual woman, 
I feel jipped of the ability to appreci-
ate man’s natural beauty. 
Granted, the image we see of wom-
an in the media is hardly natural, an 
ideal that cannot (or should not) typ-
ically be attained. However, the eas-
ily observable female-to-male ratio 
within the media we absorb has the 
general effect on society that wom-
en are more beautiful creatures than 
men. Men are therefore seen as less-
er in terms of attractiveness, which is 
why it is generally more understand-
able for girls to be bisexual than men. 
It’s because we all get—or have been 
told—that women have a higher hot-
ness factor.
This is simply not true. How beau-
tiful someone is has everything to do 
with how one perceives them, and 
this perception changes over time. 
The male image suffers from our so-
ciety’s current perception. It is un-
common to see a man’s thighs in ev-
eryday life or in a normal setting, so 
when it occurs, it is often perceived 
as some kind of joke or a flamboyant 
statement. 
People who are attracted to men 
are therefore limited in how attracted 
they can be, how much pleasure and 
appreciation they can extract from 
the natural form of their preferred 
sex. It is just not fair to either party. 
If men’s bodies, in full, were ac-
cepted and understood by all, every-
one would benefit. Guys would feel 
more comfortable and confident in 
their own skin, and women (and per-
haps unaccustomed gay men) would 
be more able to enjoy every part of 
them. Men should not be objecti-
fied as women have, and objectifying 
men in the media is not the answer. 
However, we should take steps to 
get everyone accustomed to both 
sides of the human body so that peo-
ple are more mature in their percep-
tion of it. 
It is rather sad that, even as an avid 
heterosexual, I am still sometimes 
weirded out by certain aspects of the 
male body (i.e. dude legs) when the 
female version is recognized and ap-
preciated as beautiful by the general 
population.
As a society, we should take steps 
to combat this so that lesbians and 
straight men don’t get to have all the 
fun. 
Puget Sound, take a lesson from 
the rugby team—it is not only okay, 
or progressive, but empowering for 
everyone for men to show off their 
bods. So guys, feel free to slip into 
those jeggings with pride, and don’t 
let a few flinches and chortles get you 
down—everything’s a process. 
By SUZY SPONGEWORTHY
 Crinkle, pop, gulp: many women 
pop The Pill every single day without 
giving it a second thought. For de-
cades oral contraceptives have been 
infused in our culture, yet contro-
versy and mystery still surround the 
cute little packet of pills toted around 
by so many high school or college 
women.  
Indeed, last year marked the 50th 
anniversary of oral contraceptive 
birth control. If you think about it, 
this magical little pill has only been 
around about as long as your par-
ents have been alive. Your grandpar-
ents, on the other hand, grew up in 
a time before the innovation came to 
fruition. 
Many of my female friends ca-
sually mention they are on the pill, 
yet most have never questioned this 
seemingly perfect pharmaceutical, 
let alone heard of the implications on 
relationships it can have.
Puget Sound Assistant Professor 
of Psychology David Moore, Ph.D, 
considers romantic relationships to 
be one of his areas of expertise. In the 
psychology department, he teach-
es classes such as the upper division 
seminar on romantic relationships. 
Moore prefaced our conversation 
about oral contraceptives with a dis-
claimer that he very much believes in 
both safe sex and using some form of 
birth control-whether oral contra-
ceptives or alternative forms-in order 
to prevent unwanted pregnancies.
In the context of his specialty 
course on romantic relationships, 
Moore teaches on the role of scent in 
human attraction and how women, 
at least those who are normally ovu-
lating, appear to have a natural abil-
ity to ‘sniff out’ genetically compati-
ble mates. 
“One interesting research finding 
is that oral contraceptives, despite 
their advantages of being a conve-
nient method of birth control, may 
interfere with this process and may 
alter a woman’s perception of a mate’s 
natural scent,” Moore said. This 
scent, different from pheromones, is 
related to something called the Ma-
jor Histocompatibility Complex, or 
MHC for short. 
“The MHC is series of about 100 
genes that code for cell surface mark-
ers (proteins) that help us recognize 
the self from foreign agents and is 
highly involved in immune response. 
Our own MHC can be thought of as 
a genetic signature or fingerprint,” 
Moore said.
It seems attraction based on scent 
is thought of as primitive. Scent is a 
central mate-deciding factor in non-
human animals, yet we employ much 
the same method in our selection of 
a mate.  
“It’s not the smell of perfume or 
cologne that matters when it comes 
to detecting a mate’s MHC, but this 
natural scent. In fact, there is evi-
dence that these various artificial 
smells may mask or distract from our 
natural scent,” Moore said.
A surprising gender difference 
arises when analyzing the literature, 
though it plays an evolutionary role.
“Women have a more sensitive 
sense of smell to sniff out genetically 
compatible mates. This makes sense 
on an evolutionary level to allow de-
tection of a sufficiently dissimilar 
MHC, which provides the offspring 
with greater genetic variability and 
therefore higher resistance to diseas-
es and toxins. When the MHC is too 
similar, that’s basically what inbreed-
ing is,” Moore said.
One study outlined by Moore was 
Claus Wedenberg’s study dubbed 
“The Sweaty T-shirt Study.” 
A sample of men were given a t-
shirt to sleep in for two nights in a 
row with the instruction to not use 
artificial scents such as soap, deodor-
ant and cologne. A sample of wom-
en were given the sealed t-shirts with 
no identification or visual of the t-
shirt wearer and asked to explain 
the smell, including the sexiness or 
attractiveness. Researchers also de-
The male body shocking, beautiful
Pill affects sense of 
scent, professor finds By MATT KITTO 
Winter break was great. I went 
on a trip with my family, saw my 
friends from home, caught up on 
sleep and had a great time. But then 
I still had two weeks left. That was 
fine, I still had other friends from 
liberal arts schools so I saw them 
for longer than I did in high school. 
Then they went back to school. But I 
still had a week left. 
Winter break is too long. 
After a semester of school and fi-
nals it only seems logical that stu-
dents would want to get away from 
school for as long as possible, but in 
this case, more isn’t always better. 
Winter break should be a break, not 
an eternity, and the four week break 
here is too much. 
Cutting two weeks off of winter 
break and adding it to the end of the 
academic calendar would be in the 
best interests of the students, staff, 
professors, and coaches.
The summer is a great time, and 
for many students it is the only time 
to earn money and start to chip away 
at the thousands of dollars in debt 
we are accumulating. In a compet-
itive job market the ability to start 
working weeks before other college 
students have finished school for the 
year is a benefit too good to pass up. 
Many private schools employ a 
similar winter break schedule. New 
York University uses a two week 
break. 
“Two weeks is perfect,” NYU 
freshman Phil Rogers said. “I got to 
see friends and family over break, 
but it wasn’t too long. I’ve already 
gotten two job offers for this sum-
mer and I can make more money 
this coming summer then any sum-
mer in high school.” 
The University of Michigan is an-
other school that uses a two week 
system to the benefit of its students.
“At first I thought two weeks was 
too short,” University of Michigan 
freshman Andrew Suzuki said. “But 
I already have a job lined up because 
we get out of school at the end of 
April. My boss said that he wouldn’t 
have been able to hire me if I got out 
in the middle of May or later so the 
short break ended up being a bless-
ing in disguise.” 
Professors also benefit from an 
extended break. Two extra weeks 
of continuous vacation provides 
more time for research and writing 
while giving the school year a more 
continuous flow that is absent with 
the extended break in the current 
schedule. 
The four week vacation forced 
the men’s basketball team to play 
seven games while school was out; 
the women’s team played eight. The 
swim teams had three meets over 
break. While less time off would 
not eliminate all of the games over 
winter break, it would reduce them 
and end the unfair requirement for 
winter athletes to give up their va-
cations.
The current schedule appears to 
protect spring sports while hurt-
ing winter sports. In reality, spring 
sports would be almost un-affected 
by a change in the academic calen-
dar. 
The men’s and women’s tennis 
seasons end April 16, the men’s and 
women’s golf seasons end April 23, 
the softball season ends April 17, 
the lacrosse season ends April 1, the 
baseball season ends May 1 and the 
crew seasons end April 30.   
Participants in spring sports 
would be unaffected. Winter sport 
athletes wouldn’t be forced to give 
up their winter breaks. Students 
would have two more weeks to work 
over the summer and would be 
more attractive to potential employ-
ers as they could start earlier in the 
summer. 
I spent the last two weeks of my 
winter vacation counting down 
the days until I came back to cam-
pus. There are only so many trips to 
the grocery store I can make. Wast-
ing two weeks waiting for school to 
start when I could use them earning 
money or gaining work experience 
doesn’t make sense. 
Winter break two weeks too long
Hot Stuff: Conan goes tight. 


























“Winter break should be a 
break, not an eternity, and 
the winter break here is too 
much.”
see SCENT page 4
“Scent is a central 
mate-deciding factor in 
nonhuman animals, yet 
we employ much the same 
method in our selection of a 
mate.”
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By MEGAN EVANS
The question in everyone’s mind 
recently has been “where the hell 
am I going to live next year?”
A few students offered a little 
guidance on the matter. 
The three major options are liv-
ing on campus in a dorm, on cam-
pus in a house, or braving the not-
so-dangerous waters to live off 
campus. 
The most classic college living 
experience-meaning the one most 
often portrayed in movies- is the 
dorm room. Chancy for the first 
year (there’s no saying who you 
might be living with!) by the time 
the second year rolls around, it’s 
easy to have an idea who you could 
and could not live with.  
Sophomore Laura Sligh offered 
some insight on the matter, as 
she has lived her first two years at 
Puget Sound in the dorms. 
One of the best things about liv-
ing in the dorms for her is that “it’s 
definitely great for getting to class 
on time.”
She also mentioned how she 
was glad she lived in a dorm again, 
“because you do meet people. 
Once you’re off campus, you bet-
ter be involved on campus or you 
might not be making new friends.” 
For college students, those are 
two notable advantages. Every-
one has had those mornings when 
the snooze button has been hit one 
too many times, and it is hard to 
get to know people when you are 
not interacting with them outside 
of class.
The downsides, however, are 
notable. The biggest ones that 
Sligh mentioned were “the lack of 
privacy and independence.” 
While people off campus often 
have rooms to themselves, dorm 
rooms are typically built for two 
or more people. As for indepen-
dence, it is both a downside and 
an upside. Being responsible for 
bills is a great way to prepare for 
the real world, but is another bur-
den to a college student.
The other on campus option 
is the Theme Houses. Freshman 
Imari Romeo is a resident of the 
Culture and Language theme 
house.
She described her experience 
by saying, “I like it because it’s 
a smaller environment. In my 
house we‘re close with everyone.”
 She added, however, that peo-
ple who would not enjoy living in 
a theme house are those who are 
not very interested in interacting 
with others all the time. 
Imari explains, “You are no-
ticed if you are not interacting. 
Everyone does their part.”
While theme houses share 
some of the advantages of off 
campus living, namely a full 
kitchen, they come with high-
ly structured social interactions 
and expected participation from 
those who live in the house. 
Theme houses come with a great-
er social obligation than a dorm 
room, and for that reason may be 
unappealing to some.
As for living off campus, there 
are many different options. Stu-
dents often dream of living in a 
house with their friends. 
There are so many different 
factors involved in the process 
of getting off campus housing, it 
can seem like more worth than 
its worth. Landlords, setting up 
billing information, visiting the 
post office…the list is extensive. 
According to senior Nicole Lo-
gan, however, it is still worth it.
Logan says that a person who 
lives in a house should be “some-
one who doesn’t mind a little ex-
tra responsibility and wants to be 
outside of the campus bubble.” 
One of her favorite things 
about living in a house is that she 
can cook her own meals. Howev-
er, it does have a cost. She adds 
that “taking care of bills can be 
really annoying.”
She would, however, consider 
the bills well worth it. “I feel like 
I’m more of an adult now.”
Since college is all about pre-
paring for the real world, liv-
ing off campus is what students 
should consider sooner rather 
than later. 
College is not just another lev-
el of school. It is also where stu-
dents learn to be independent 
from their parents, which is why 
students should consider off 




termined the MHC of the men and 
women.
The results indicated that in wom-
en who were normally ovulating, 
that is, not on oral contraceptives, 
rated as more attractive those with 
a MHC in a happy medium between 
very dissimilar and highly similar 
relative to their own. Women taking 
oral contraceptives rated those with 
highly similar MHCs to their own as 
more attractive. 
“Evolutionarily, this makes sense 
because oral contraceptives basical-
ly fool the body into thinking that 
it’s pregnant,” Moore said. “So when 
a woman is pregnant or with a body 
tricked into thinking it is pregnant, 
it makes sense that she would want 
to spend more time with kin who 
would have similar MHCs, who 
could protect her or potentially the 
baby.” Additional effects of high lev-
els of MHCs similarity include var-
ious complications with fertility, 
pregnancy and childbirth.
With this background, it is no sur-
prise that there are practical implica-
tions on relationships when MHCs 
are too similar. 
“Partners that have the most sim-
ilar MHCs are more like to have 
lower sexual satisfaction, sexual re-
sponsiveness (in women), increased 
thoughts of cheating and actu-
al cheating. That does suggest there 
is an implication on not only child 
bearing but the relationship itself,” 
Moore said.
That said, Moore also added that 
there is much more to attraction than 
just scent, so we must take this with 
a grain of salt. Compatibility also de-
pends on factors such as appearance, 
facial cues, personality, similarity of 
values and sense of humor, for ex-
ample. With this wonderful variety 
in attraction, it has to be said that a 
good contraceptive fit differs from 
person to person. 
Oral contraceptives are a great re-
source and are in no way the enemy. 
But, given the various effects, it is 
nice to know that alternative meth-
ods are available. This is best dis-
cussed with a health professional to 
find the best individual fit.
Plus, there are always condoms. 
We are so very lucky to have easi-
ly available condoms, especially the 
free ones in CHWS. Thus, there is no 
excuse not to be safe and smart about 
sex.
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In the aftermath of the econom-
ic recession of 2008, economists and 
politicians alike have called for de-
creased spending on the part of the 
federal and state governments. Ju-
dicious money management in the 
form of budget cuts would help to 
offset the massive foreign debt and 
stabilize budget crises.
The flipside of the aftermath coin 
reveals a less prudent mindset for 
the country’s economic future. An 
increase in consumer spending 
would push the economy into an 
upward swing. Nevertheless, the ex-
pectation that consumer spending 
can alleviate economic depression 
is corrosive. To avoid future crises, 
a new economic paradigm has to be 
invented that does not rely on citi-
zens’ material appetite to remedy 
market woes. 
A culture of consumption has 
led American society into the ter-
ritory of addiction, of perenni-
al dependence on an endless cycle 
of consumption. All moral objec-
tions aside, if the values of thrift and 
monetary prudence, or an anxiety in 
the face of a grim future, tighten the 
average citizen’s pursue strings, but 
the ideology of economic positiv-
ism that feeds the American politi-
cal body still counts on unimpeded 
growth and material consumption, 
the definition of a cure for econom-
ic ills will dissolve. 
With it will go the formula for 
remedying a single recession and 
avoiding total economic collapse. 
An alternative paradigm of eco-
nomic health has to be devised so 
that citizens can prepare themselves 
for what will be an inevitable dys-
funtion encrypted in the way they 
live with and on material goods.
One must acknowledge that it 
is hard, almost foolhardy to refute 
consumerism as a cultural practice 
and mode of self-evaluation in the 
United States. As a result of the “nu-
clearization” of the family from the 
1950s onward and the promise of 
modest luxury for the middle class 
which persists to this day, consum-
er spending has become the foun-
dation of modern American capi-
talism.
The Christmas and New Year 
shopping seasons often provide a 
jolt for a lagging business sector, and 
indicate to financial analysts how 
prudent people have become with 
their money. But, two months be-
yond that crucial fiscal quarter, and 
over the open water of our economy 
in 2011, the country must reconsid-
er its approach to material prosper-
ity and stability. 
In his State of the Union address, 
President Obama used the rheto-
ric of stagnancy at the small town 
level, in production and consump-
tion, to iconify the recent economic 
plight. Saying that the world of job 
security has changed, he concluded 
that “for many, the change has been 
painful. I’ve seen it in the shuttered 
windows of once booming factories, 
and the vacant storefronts of once 
busy Main Streets.”
Obama’s Main Street metaphor 
localized the hurt and allowed him 
to individualize his rhetoric even 
further when he characterized the 
obverse scenario, marketplace prog-
ress. “We measure progress by the 
success of our people,” he said, “[…] 
by the prospects of a small busi-
ness owner who dreams of turning 
a good idea into a thriving enter-
prise.”
The effect of the President’s rheto-
ric counted on a constant, if implic-
it, factor in the success or failure of 
the small town economy: the role 
of the consumer, or investor, as the 
case may be, to feed entrepenurial 
spirit. In turn, that spirit circles back 
to bolster the country’s unshakeable, 
positive perception of its future eco-
nomic well being. 
But what if that spirit is broken in 
bad times, and for want of money, or 
a change in attitude, consumers do 
not rally in good times to spend fri-
valously again? The simple answer 
lies in the current methods of pro-
duction. An item is made from raw 
materials, packaged, shipped, put in 
stores, advertised, purchased, used 
and thrown away. 
The success of each commercial 
entity along that path, from the pro-
curer of raw materials to the shop 
where the eventual product is sold, 
depends on the desire, complic-
ity and pocketbook of a consumer. 
On a massive, nationwide scale, this 
same exchange structures the foun-
dation of the American economy, 
and guarantees it health from year-
to-year.
The one-way flow of that trade 
arrangement might invigorate each 
participating party, but, to be im-
pervious to the kind of shake-up 
that the 2008 recession brought, 
the system must be closed. Renew-
able energies offer an alternative, 
for example. Trade regions could be 
shrunk, a kind of marketplace “loca-
vorism” based on metro-rural part-
nerships or bio-spheric perimeters. 
Sustainability is the buzzword 
for this kind of future vision, but 
more accurately, such a paradigm 
has to be self-sustainable and self-
monitoring. The notions of salvag-
ing, recycling and thrift must extend 
beyond the realms of environmen-
talism and socio-political values. 
The American economy, with its 
instruments of production, delivery 
and consumption, ought to measure 
itself in terms of homeostasis. If the 
single-track system, fed by the ex-
ternal force of citizen consumption, 
pushes on unabated, the nation will 
take sick again, and recovery might 
not come as predicted.
increased consumption a 
failing economic paradigm
Mall of America: They might be shiny, but malls like this are 
symbolic of the destructive pattern of American consumption.


























Want to submit a Hey You? 
E-mail 
trailheyyou@pugetsound.edu 
or put one in the box in 
Diversions Cafe.
Th e Trail will never publish 
Hey Yous that explicitly refer to 
individuals or groups, contain 
identifying information or drug 
and alcohol references, or are 
hateful or libelous in nature. 
G R I Z Z  L I S T
COMIC COURTESY / PWN
“HEY YOU,” in the corner with 
your sultry come-hither eyes. We 
should get to know each other. And 
then bone.
 
“HEY YOU,” MMA guy, say some-
thing in our next class. I’ll defi nitely 
respond in a very good way.
“HEY YOU,” come tickle my elmo.
“HEY YOU,” Girl that I met in the 
Piano lounge on Friday before Valen-
tine’s Day who doesn’t go to UPS but 
was visiting a friend here from a col-
lege I believe was in Idaho. We may 
have only talked for two hours but 
since that point I have not been able 
to get you out of my mind. You have 
cast a spell on me. I know this is a hor-
ribly public way to try and get in con-
tact you but I feel that I have no other 
recourse. I will not simply let you be-
come a singular event in my life. All I 
can hope is that your friend who is a 
Chinese major will deliver this mes-
sage to you.
“HEY YOU,” instead of whining 
about articles in Th e Trail, how about 
you prove everyone wrong and actu-
ally try to make drinks faster?
“HEY YOU,” that facial hair de-
serves a name. May I suggest a name 
that starts with F?
“HEY YOU,” boy in Physics of mu-
sic, I may not attend class with much 
frequency but when I see you I smile 
so big it Hertz.
“HEY YOU,” language lover! Your 
tongue makes me harder than a con-
sonant.
“HEY YOU,” compost bin, I can’t 
wait to stick some compost in you. 
“HEY YOU,” it’s naked time! (Harry 
Potter Puppets)
“HEY YOU,” A.L. Blondie – It’ll all 
be ok. You’re special in your own way. 
“HEY YOU,” the princesses on your 
door make me think I should rescue 
you from your tower.
“HEY YOU,” I like the way you 
serve your tennis ball. 
“HEY YOU,” roommie, stop invit-
ing guys over. I need sleep, not to hear 
about you and some guys’  lives. 
“HEY YOU,” you’re so hot you melt-
ed my chocolate.
“HEY YOU,” your birthday is on 
February 27th! Best wishes.
“HEY YOU,” Textual communica-
tor in the Library – I’ve got something 
else for your thumbs to do.
“HEY YOU,” I like you, I like the 
way you handle that!
“HEY YOU,” tall, blonde and beard-
ed, here’s to another six months of go-
ing to bed early. You’re the best hon-
eybut.
“HEY YOU,” I love it when your rib 
goes *clickity clack*.
“HEY YOU,” please learn to read 
poetry aloud. 
 “HEY YOU,” facilities, when people 
have to lock their bikes on the tree 
outside McIntyre, it might be time to 
install more bike racks.
“HEY YOU,” people in Regester 
who played “My Girls” out the win-
dow that one night, it really made my 
week. 
“HEY YOU,” that’s a common mis-
conception. Patience actually isn’t a 
virtue. According to Pope Gregory, 
the virtues are Faith, Hope, Charity, 
Fortitude, Justice, Prudence, and Tem-
perance. Or, if you’re secular, they’re 
Responsibility, Courage, Compassion, 
Loyalty, Honesty, Friendship, Persis-
tence, Hard Work and Self-Discipline. 
No patience...
“HEY YOU,” Alpha Phi. Good job 
selling 720 roses. Maybe next year you 
should actually deliver all the ones you 
sell! 
“HEY YOU,” ASUPS, why don’t we 
go for a bit more gender equality and 
get a FEMALE president for once in 
my four years here...? Ladies, step it up 
and RUN!
“HEY YOU,” girl riding roller 
blades, way to bring em back.  Bold, I 
dig your style.
“HEY YOU,” Men’s soccer team, 
thanks for the cheers, you guys rock! 
Sincerely, Bonecrusher.
“HEY YOU,” British boy. Every time 
you come through the sandwich line 
and ask for tomatoes, you make want 
to close my eyes and think of England. 
But not in an unpleasant way.
“HEY YOU,” Almighty Tallest at 
Metronome. My recently out-of-con-
trol coff ee habit is starting to break the 
bank. Maybe a beer would be cheap-
er...?
“HEY YOU,” guys, bludgeon ma 
face? ima done a tummy shame. Love, 
Th e crack fox. 
“HEY YOU,” It’s February but you 
went to see the Decemberists concert. 
Why live in the past? Come to the fu-
ture with me!
“HEY YOU,” Irish gal, you are ador-
able and I want to hug you. 
“HEY YOU,” girl in my class, you 
make my heart beat really fast. 
“HEY YOU,” boyfriend, please quit 
your job so you can grow out your 
beard again. 
“HEY YOU,” amazing sitar player 
who spontaneously serenades me 
around campus, I wish you existed.
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By JACK TODD
Last Tuesday and Wednesday, 
Melanie Burford, co-winner of the 
2006  Pulitzer Prize in photojournal-
ism for her work covering Hurricane 
Katrina, made a visit to our campus 
to speak in this year’s iteration of the 
Brown and Haley Lecture Series.
A few other students and I had the 
great privilege of speaking with Bur-
ford on Wednesday before her sec-
ond lecture titled, “Eyes of the Storm: 
The Photographic Story of Hurricane 
Katrina From the Photographers at 
The Dallas Morning News.” Those of 
us that attended learned that Burford 
is not just a photojournalist — she is 
a phenomenal storyteller.
She told us about her background, 
some of her favorite experiences and, 
most importantly, she gave advice 
based on her experiences in the jour-
nalistic realm — advice that I would 
like to pass on to you. 
Burford didn’t take a single photo 
until she was 19 years old in her final 
year of high school. When she was 
starting out, she worked two jobs at 
McDonalds to fund her craft. 
When she was 22, Burford came to 
America and attended the Missouri 
Photo Workshop, where she learned 
the first important lesson that she 
passed on to us.
“Photography isn’t about control-
ling. It is about witnessing,” Burford 
said. She was adamant on this point, 
that is important that you do not try 
and create a moment but rather you 
should experience it. 
Soon after attending the work-
shop, Burford lost her entire life sav-
ings in payments for school. 
“At one point I had $10 dollars for 
three months,” she said. “I had to go 
to food banks, I was sleeping on a 
friend’s couch, and I was about to be 
deported.”
When she eventually got some 
money, Burford started buying 
doughnuts and taking them to the 
classes, which she could no longer af-
ford to take.
“I’d sit in on their classes,” Bur-
ford said. “It was really tough, no one 
would hire me because I didn’t have a 
green card.”
As we continued speaking, Bur-
ford taught us her next lesson.
“It’s got nothing to do with the 
camera and everything to do with the 
people,” she said.  “That’s what pho-
tography is. Realizing that was the 
second biggest moment in my ca-
reer.” 
“The first time in my life when 
I did a story and it wasn’t about the 
photos was the best moment in my 
career,” she continued. “I don’t take 
photos any more for the sake of tak-
ing photos — it has to speak to me.”
As she began talking about her up-
coming project — one about AIDS 
that will take her back to Dallas, 
where she won the Pulitzer — she 
also told us about some of the advice 
she learned during her previous proj-
ects. 
For Burford, it is about the rela-
tionship that she has with people. She 
told us about a story that she worked 
on for three years called “The Fight 
for Sugar Hill” and about the amaz-
ing relationship she formed with a 
pastor named Rock Carpenter.
“It isn’t about the finished product. 
I have to have a relationship,” Burford 
said. “There has to be respect and 
trust. Pastor Rock is the perfect ex-
ample of that.”
Even though she is often working 
on stories and is constantly terrified 
that she is going to miss something, 
Burford said that some days she won’t 
even bring her camera to the story on 
which she is working.
“Give yourself permission to put 
down the camera,” she said. “The lon-
ger a camera is in front of your face, 
the less you can communicate with 
the people. Don’t remove yourself 
from having conversations with peo-
ple face to face.”
Burford also poignantly advised 
that photojournalists “photograph 
adjectives, not verbs.” Those viewing 
the photos don’t want to see “the do-
ing,” she said, but instead they would 
like to see why it is that a mom loves 
her daughter, or just how much she 
does, as one example.
“It’s a gift people are giving you to 
allow you to take their photos,” Bur-
ford said. “So do justice to the peo-
ple’s voice and always respect the 
courage it takes for someone to stand 
in front of your camera.”
As the time in our brief but fruitful 
interview began to dwindle, Burford 
left us with two more very important 
pieces of advice. 
“Your ethics must never change. 
Never change,” she emphasized with 
great sincerity.
She then left us with what may be 
the most important advice that she 
could have given. 
“Don’t change your art into what 
you think people want from it,” she 
said, which I believe really speaks for 
itself.
As remarkable as Burford’s career 
has been and the advice that she gave, 
equally remarkable was the passion 
she has for what she does, and the 
fact that you could hear it in every 
word she spoke.
“I love life and the fact that with 
my camera I can walk into anyone’s 
life and hang out with them,” Burford 
said. “I love what I do.”
“The whole gift of this profession 
is that you find people that inspire 
you,“ she continued.  “Really, I just 
like hanging out with people.”
For more information about Bur-
ford and to see some of the projects 
she has worked on, visit melaniebur-
ford.com or primecollective.com.
By SHELBY TAYLOR
“The tempo is about to change.” 
Loggers who happened past the 
corner of 6th and Union last fall 
were promised such by a teal “M.”
Metronome Coffee did catch ju-
nior Jorden Greiner’s eye. “I saw the 
posters and stalked this place. [On-
line] there was no e-mail and only a 
Twitter account. But I knew I had to 
work there,” Greiner said.
According to Greiner, the coffee 
shop opened for business on New 
Year’s Eve, taking the place of cam-
pus’ main haunt, Origin 23. 
We talked underneath photo-
graphs of letters taken all over spell-
ing “Tacoma,” and I took a min-
ute to scan my surroundings while 
comfortably seated. 
Metronome has kept Origin’s 
flow but has updated the accents, 
light fixtures and wall colors to roy-
al and baby blue. Here, industri-
al, clean lines harmonized with the 
fireplace, which is part of the wall, 
and a mounted wooden stag head. 
A little gnome perched on the 
mantel adds character and per-
haps provides a topic of conversa-
tion for those sitting on the sleek 
black couches in front of the inside 
hearth. 
Towards the entrance is an old 
school Nintendo, where you can 
play the hours away with platform 
games such as Super Mario Bros. 2.
Back to the conversation at hand, 
where Greiner walked me through 
the owner’s approach to a consistent 
café in the midst of the ever-chang-
ing pendulum of life. The owners 
themselves, Joshua and Gretchen 
Boyt, “are young, hip and hands-
on,” she said. 
The non-chain hot spot stays cur-
rent by offering up new flavors, us-
ing coffee machines out of science 
class and keeping it local.
For one, Metronome is partnered 
with Dillanos Coffee Roasters out of 
Sumner, Wash. “The coffee roasting 
is grassroots. They meet with small 
family farms, check in,” Greiner 
continued. Nearby Corina Bakery 
and Bistro also supply pastries for 
the sweet-toothed out there. 
The coffee house too is abuzz on 
the weekends with local and big 
name music. 
“We are part of an incredible 
Tacoma community. Mainly folk 
and indie [bands come through]. 
They’re so passionate, I sit back and 
absorb,” Greiner said. 
Moving from the behind the 
counter perspective, I sought out 
the following sound bites. 
“I come here to get off campus,” 
sophomore Marisa Lopez said. “The 
library becomes a social hour.” 
Her sophomore companion, 
Meggie Weiler, comes to Metro-
nome twice a week and observed, 
“Lately there’s been quite a few peo-
ple. It’s happenin’ here.” She also ap-
preciated the variety of food and 
drink available, from café-made 
pancakes to lavender white mochas.
Senior Jen Dominguez com-
mented further on the beverages. 
“They have awesome hot chocolate. 
I don’t know what they do!” 
Senior Karin Johansen piped 
up after. “I’m in here once, twice a 
week...my house is one block over,” 
she said. While Metronome func-
tions primarily as study space for 
Johansen, she is eager to check out 
the café’s sound. “I’ve been drawn 
to the Mandolin and seen bands 
there.”
Try foodstuffs and brews daily: 
Monday through Thursday 6 a.m. 
to 11 p.m., Friday 6 a.m. to 1 a.m., 
Saturday 7 a.m. to 1 a.m., and Sun-
day 7 a.m. to 11 p.m. 
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Lessons from Pulitzer-winning photojournalist
Katrina: Pulitzer Prize-winning photojournalist Melanie Burford addresses Puget Sound students 
and faculty about her experiences photographing Hurricane Katrina Wednesday, Feb. 16.
Metronome Coffee hits just in time
New brew: Metronome Coffee, on the corner of 6th and Union, 
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Kids: 3 daughters - Sarah, Ellyn, Carolyn
Pets: 2 dogs - Bug & Ozymandius, 2 cats - Mays & McCovey
Favorite Food: groat clusters (always take two and butter ‘em while 
they’re hot)
Favorite Music: late 60’s Bay Area psychedelia
Backup Career Plan: bike messenger
Coffee/Tea: double tall vanilla soy latte, one-pump (I just say “the 
usual” at Oppenheimer)
Definition of a Freshman: tabula rasa
Favorite Undergrad Memory: birth of my first daughter
Least favorite book: Summa Theologica for Fun and Profit! (Never 
made a dime with it.)
Fun fact: A useful insult: “Utinam logica falsa tuam philosophiam 
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By LAURA HOLLISTER
Cordoba, Spain — Study abroad 
tip number two: travel like a crazy 
person when you’re abroad because 
it is much easier and much cheaper 
to do than when you are in the states. 
I can’t speak for all of the programs 
Puget Sound has to offer, but the IL-
ACA Spain program includes travel 
time within the group and more free 
time to travel on your own.  
Travel, travel, travel. I can’t say it 
enough because this opportunity can 
lead to amazing experiences and it 
doesn’t last for long. The final week of 
January we finished our month-long 
grammar-intensive class and had al-
most a week of free time to ourselves. 
However, before we travelled to our 
own destinations, the entire group 
spent the day in nearby Cordoba, 
home of its famous Great Mosque. 
What can I say about the trip to 
Cordoba? 1) fantastic, and 2) a spa 
day.  First, we had a little free time to 
walk around the city and visit some 
of its museums or dawdle until our 
guided tour of the Mosque. 
Once inside the Mosque, the day 
really began. Thousands of multicol-
ored, double arched columns awaited 
us inside its somewhat freezing halls. 
With each step we entered further 
into the forest of two-toned arches, 
gradually making our way to the Mi-
hrab pointing the way to Mecca. 
Not only is the size of the Mosque 
immense, but the décor is incredible 
on a monumental scale. Once you 
pass through the forest of marble and 
granite pillars, the Mihrab, construct-
ed of plaster and precious stones, is a 
site to behold. Evoking decorations 
similar to the Alhambra palace, poet-
ry and geometry are woven together 
in a symmetrical dance demonstrat-
ing the beauty of the natural world 
and of Allah.  
The truly surprising, and some-
what awkward, aspect of the Mosque 
is the fact that there is an entire ca-
thedral smack dab in the heart of the 
building. One minute you are in a 
forest of pillars and the next you are 
in a full-fledged church complete 
with pulpit and organ. 
This fusion of cultures within the 
Mosque creates a bizarre mix of ar-
chitectural styles from different 
eras and beliefs. Some may say that 
the presence of the cathedral in the 
Mosque, or vice versa, takes away 
from the aesthetic beauty of each in-
dividual building. However, if the 
cathedral had not been constructed 
within the Great Mosque of Cordoba, 
this architectural marvel would have 
met the fate of the once hundreds of 
mosques in Cordoba-demolition.  
After the visit to the Mosque, we 
were all in a daze combining won-
der and frozen fingers into a sort 
of semiconscious stupor. However, 
when our program coordinator an-
nounced that it was time to go to the 
Arab baths, we became intrigued and 
a little perkier.  
What can I say about the Arab 
bath…go find one immediately! 
It is an incredibly relaxing experi-
ence. Not only do you have a choice 
of three temperature pools ranging 
from quite cold to toasty, you also 
receive tea and your own personal 
massage. All of this takes place in a 
building imitating the Arab baths of 
old, similar to the style of baths used 
in the Roman Empire. The effect is 
blissfully relaxing and intriguing. 
What a wonderful start to a week 
of free time travelling across Spain 
to arrive in yet another historically 
amazing site, Santiago de Composte-
la. The city of Santiago itself is a mix 
of modern and medieval with a huge 
proportion of the population being 
university-aged youths. I recommend 
visiting Santiago just to get a feel for 
its maze of winding streets and hid-
den shops and bars, such as Casa das 
Crechas (house of the witches in Gal-
lego) which invokes a cheery Celtic 
atmosphere mixed with Spanish tra-
ditions of witchcraft and enology.  
However, the real goal of the trip to 
Santiago is the namesake of the city, 
the Cathedral of Santiago or Saint 
James. Each year, thousands of pil-
grims make their way across conti-
nents to visit the burial site of James 
the Apostle in order to seek spiritu-
al enlightenment, a cure for ailments 
or just to gain the experience of back-
packing across Europe and an awe-
some t-shirt from Santiago. Recent-
ly restored, the cathedral is worth 
the travel by foot or by plane. When 
I learned that I could go up into the 
gallery of the cathedral and the roof, 
I signed up immediately for a guid-
ed tour. 
Another free bit of advice for all 
of you planning on travelling abroad 
to study or just for a vacation- hos-
tels are the way to go. It’s true that you 
need to do your homework in order 
to find a hostel that is hospitable, but 
there are many wonderful and cheap 
temporary residences available for 
the travelling student. Don’t forget to 
travel like a rock star and get the first-
hand experience of seeing Europe.  
By JESSY LYNN
We are broke.  It is a sad truth, 
but as college students we are of-
ten hard pressed to find things to 
do that we can afford.  Luckily for 
us, the Tacoma Art Museum has 
found a way to open up its doors 
to our empty wallets. 
The TAM is part of the MUSE 
membership program. According 
to the TAM web site this program 
offers regional colleges and uni-
versities benefits and special dis-
counts for their students, faculty 
and staff.  
“Benefits include free or dis-
counted admission for students, 
discounts on individual member-
ships for faculty, and curriculum,” 
according to the web site. 
Thomas Duke, the Manager of 
Membership and Annual Giving 
at the Tacoma Art Museum, ex-
plained about the MUSE program. 
“Members receive invitations to 
exhibition previews and special 
events, a subscription to Museum 
Notes and a 10 percent discount 
in the Museum Store,” Duke said.  
The program allows the mu-
seum to create a relationship 
with the community of students 
around it. The benefits that it pro-
vides give faculty the opportuni-
ty to supply their students with an 
educational environment off cam-
pus.  
Sophomore Jessica Wong re-
cently visited the Tacoma Art Mu-
seum for her Western Art II class. 
“Our assignment was to write 
a formal analysis of an art piece 
made before 1910 and we could 
pick any piece we wanted,” Wong 
said.   
Wong’s educational experience 
at the TAM is exactly the aim of 
the MUSE program. 
It is a privilege for students to 
have such a unique opportunity 
open to them free of cost. 
“This special membership pro-
gram is just one example of Ta-
coma Art Museum’s mission to 
connect people through art. This 
partnership with local institu-
tions of higher learning is an ex-
tension of their academic, cre-
ative and visual resources for 
faculty and staff to enhance their 
students’ education,” Duke said.
The TAM provides students 
with a cultural experience, but 
the exhibits are not the only 
things available to them.  
The Art Resource Center, lo-
cated on the second level of the 
museum, offers a rich collection 
of art textbooks as well as a quiet 
study environment.  
This library is open to the stu-
dent visitors, and it is a useful 
tool in accessing art material that 
may not be available in other en-
vironments. 
Along with the Art Resource 
center is an Open Art Studio. 
Looking down onto Pacific Av-
enue, this room allows visitors 
an outlet to create their own art-
work. 
There are instructional areas to 
provide those less inherent artists 
with instructions on how to pro-
duce various types of art. There 
are also classrooms available to 
rent for instructional purposes. 
These valuable resources are 
available to those part of the 
MUSE program.
“The MUSE program aims to 
encourage students to engage in 
the rich artistic endeavors of the 
region, put historical and artistic 
studies in better context through 
meaningful experiences and in-
teractions, as well as extend their 
higher education to a forum out-
side the limitations of the class-
room. We hope to bring the cur-
riculum to life for all students 
that visit Tacoma Art Museum,” 
Duke said. 
Currently, two wings of the 
museum are closed because the 
TAM is preparing for a big ex-
hibit entitled “American Chron-
icles: the Art of Norman Rock-
well.”  The beloved American 
artist will be featured in the mu-
seum from February 26-May 30. 
The “Chronicles” trace the evolu-
tion of Rockwell’s art and iconog-
raphy throughout his career.  
While under construction, 
there are three other exhibits 
presently open to the public. The 
first is entitled “Chihuly: Gifts 
from the Artist.” This exhibit 
features glass artist Dale Chihu-
ly, and the room is filled with a 
wide array of colorful blown glass 
pieces. 
A variety of colorful bowls and 
large shell-like pieces decorate 
the room, while some elaborate 
flowers in vases stand out from 
the back of the room. One cannot 
help but be amazed by the beauty 
and fragility of Chihuly’s art.  
The largest exhibit is “Mighty 
Tacoma: Photographic Portrait 
2010.” This unique collection of 
art features the highlights of Ta-
coma. Artists display their cre-
ative talents while affectionately 
portraying the great city.  
A canvas by Barbara Lee Smith 
hangs to represent the mist and 
the fog of Tacoma. To the back 
of the room, there is a wall full of 
sticky notes written by museum 
visitors.
“What does Tacoma Mean to 
You?” is the title of the piece, and 
it is full of comments from Taco-
ma admirers. There are even two 
red chairs where you can get your 
picture taken and become part of 
the Tacoma art for yourself. I can 
happily say that I am now part of 
“Mighty Tacoma.” 
No matter what your taste in 
art is, there is no reason not to 
take advantage of the wonder-
ful opportunities that are at the 
TAM.  
Museum hours are Wed.-Sun. 
10 am-5 pm and closed  Mon.–
Tues. The website for the Tacoma 
Art Museum is http://www.taco-
maartmuseum.org.  
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Seeing Spain: To Cordoba! 
Tacoma Art Museum part of MUSE membership program 
TAM: A group enters the art museum located downtown.
Spires: The Cathedral of Santiago gives a glimpse of the 
incredible sights that you can see while studying in Spain.
By TOMMY STONE
Following the campus chaos of 
Crossover weekend, fraternities 
and sororities have begun to settle 
in, welcoming their pledges to feel 
at home in their respective houses. 
Some houses have already had three 
of their weekly Chapter meetings, 
each starting to buckle down and de-
cide upon what is in their best inter-
est. For no house is this task more 
daunting than Sigma Alpha Epsi-
lon, a currently houseless fraternity 
that must construct itself from the 
ground up and leave behind a foun-
dation that will last.
As a member myself, I can report 
that many Chapter meetings have ul-
timately concerned coming up with 
strategies of how best to fulfill our 
Charter. However, it hasn’t been all 
strictly business. Most recently, we 
had meetings to prepare a routine for 
the rambunctious Alpha Phi Heart-
throb event. Now we’re beginning to 
formulate ideas for Founders’ Day 
on March 12 as well as plan social 
gatherings — a Henna party with 
Gamma Phi, for example. 
In the future, SAE will be inviting 
Ruby Aliment and Molly Levis, rep-
resentatives from the women’s or-
ganization, VAVA, to come speak at 
our Chapter meetings. SAE will also 
be working with Esperanza Inter-
national as its philanthropy organi-
zation and participating in school-
wide events such as Love Your Body 
week and Relay for Life in May.
To get a sense of what SAE planned 
to do differently from other fraterni-
ties, I sat down for coffee with SAE 
President Kyle Sleeper. When asked 
what would be different about SAE, 
he replied, “I want SAE to be de-
fined by the idea of our members be-
ing in competition with themselves. 
We want to fully integrate with the 
Greek community, but at the same 
time, we want to focus on holding 
each member to a higher standard.”
I then asked him how this would 
ultimately relate to other Greek 
houses. “The houses relate with one 
another because at their foundation, 
each has a similar set of values. The 
Greek system wouldn’t be doing its 
job if each house wasn’t upholding 
its own set of values. However,” he 
added, “we need to open up more 
dialogue about problems in the 
Greek system.”
Drinking has long been one of the 
more notorious problems of Greek 
houses at universities across the na-
tion. But with the highest fraternity 
GPA on campus and a dry Cross-
over event, it’s clear that SAE’s inten-
tions remain elsewhere. 
 “Other executive leaders and my-
self decided well ahead of time that 
we wanted to keep Crossover a dry 
event for our pledges. We wanted 
to use it as an opportunity to start 
forming our brotherhood from the 
get-go,” Sleeper said. 
I asked Sleeper if he had anything 
more to add concerning the mission 
of SAE. “What it comes down to is 
integrity. We have the opportunity 
to let our actions speak for us.”
To get a different perspective on 
SAE, I talked to another executive 
leader of the house, Peter Cellier. I 
asked him what was unique about 
the fraternity, to which he replied, 
“I can’t really speak for other frater-
nities, but what’s interesting to me 
is that our colony is just starting up 
and every single person has a voice.” 
He added, “Right now, we’re in the 
middle of shaping our image with-
out a hierarchy: we don’t intend to 
make one either.”
SAE is looking to be an ambi-
tious fraternity, unafraid of having 
to make the steep upward climb to 
finally procuring a Charter. But with 
all the effort it has already put in, it’s 
only a matter of time before SAE 
takes its place among other fraterni-
ties as a fully-fledged Greek house.
An inside look at the 
houseless fraternity
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Given Puget Sound’s lack of di-
versity, it may not be surprising 
that crows, which account for 87 
percent of the campus population, 
receive little attention within our 
community compared to minori-
ty groups such as white people and 
vegetarians. 
According to the crows, they’ve 
been abandoned by the system for 
generations. But as new student-
conducted studies “reveal” that 
crows have more intelligence than 
the human population was aware 
of, shocked and offended crows 
are finally speaking out about their 
struggles to fit in on campus and 
the pain caused by constant rejec-
tion.  
“Every day, we walk the same 
sidewalks with students, eat the 
same food—though it is hardly of 
the same quality—endure the same 
rain and receive the same educa-
tion,” Francis, a crow who has lived 
on campus for three years, said. 
“And yet no one ever acknowledges 
our existence. Other students pass 
us by without a glance 99 percent of 
the time, and the other one percent 
simply throw unwanted food at us. 
Sometimes it’s with good intent, 
but even the most delicious Cellar 
scraps are no substitute for love or 
friendship.”
Many mothers of on-campus 
crows complain that college is 
turning their children into hea-
thens, as adolescent crows have 
taken to gorging on spilt booze on 
the sidewalk and cawing profanities 
at student passerby from the tree-
tops. Stacy Hughs, a crow coun-
selor at CAWS, hypothesizes that 
“these crows are rebelling against 
the community because they feel 
oppressed and unaccepted by their 
student peers.” 
One young crow, George, ex-
pressed his agreement with Hughs. 
“One may ask, can crows cry?” 
lamented George in an interview, 
as his anguished gazed pierced my 
basket of french fries. “The answer 
is no. But we can use tools, what 
more do you bastards want?”
On Valentine’s Day, the crows’ 
genus-envy of Homos peaked. 
“They have no problem shar-
ing their affection for each other, 
and all these students were strut-
ting around campus with flowers 
and chocolates and whatnot, but 
no one’s ever even asked me out to 
coffee,” Margaret, a theatre-roost-
ing crow who says she has taken to 
writing angsty poems about Edgar 
Allen Poe to channel her frustra-
tions, said. 
For many crows, Valentine’s Day 
was the final straw. Several band-
ed together this week to petition 
ASUPS for greater representation 
in awareness events and activities, 
as they feel increasingly powerless 
and isolated despite their major-
ity status on campus. Several hun-
dred members of the crow commu-
nity signed the petition—however, 
when it was taken to ASUPS for re-
view, they were sourly disappoint-
ed. 
“We don’t accept signatures writ-
ten in morse code,” Vivi Wollock, 
president of ASUPS, said. 
The crows were outraged. “I pay 
$30,000 tuition and they can’t even 
read my name,” Margaret said. 
“Granted I don’t know how to spell 
it, but how am I supposed to get a 
good education if I’m made to sit 
outside on the window while the 
professors lecture to the humans?”
The administration has made no 
formal signs of reaching a com-
promise with the crows, although 
someone did place a half eaten 
muffin and a piece of toast on the 

















Have you ever had troubles deciding on which movie to watch? “Do 
I feel like an action movie, or a comedy? Hmmm, a black comedy or 
a romantic comedy? Oh wait! This movie has Nicholas Cage on the 
cover, and all of his movies are hilarious!” 
THERE ARE SO MANY CHOICES!!! 
No need to fret, this useful quiz will help you find out what genre of 
movie your heart truly desires. Just answer the question, and then 
check your answers in the answer key!
ANSWEr KEY: 
If you picked “a) Action” then you will love action films!
If you picked “b) Adventure” then you will love adventure films!
If you picked “c) Biopic” then you will love Biopic films!
If you picked “d) Comedy” then you will love Comedy films!
If you picked “e) Documentary” then you will love Documentary 
films!
If you picked “f) Drama” then you will love drama films!
If you picked “g) Family” then you will love family films!
If you picked “h) Fantasy” then you will love fantasy films!
If you picked “i) Horror” then you will love horror films!
If you picked “j) Musical” then you will love musical films!
If you picked “k) Mystery” then you will love mystery films!
If you picked “l) Romance” then you will love romance films!
If you picked “m) Science Fiction” then you will love science fiction 
films!
If you picked “n) Thriller” then you will love thriller films!
If you picked “o) War” then you will love war films!
If you picked “p) Western” then you will love western films!
QuESTiON 1:
WhiCh Of ThE fOLLOWiNg gENrES iS 
YOur fAvOriTE?
I D I O T I C  Q U I Z
What’S YOUR 
taStE IN MOVIES?
Campus crows caw out for 
recognition, food scraps
By MIDGE SQUEALSTROM
Aries – Aries, it is time to finally 
attend to all the things you’ve 
forsaken for your love of dumpster 
diving. This is a time of self-
examination for you. Start with the 
scalp, checking for lice, etc. and just 
work your way down until you figure 
out what is causing this horrible 
itchiness. And the other thing.
Taurus – This winter has been tough 
on you, dear Taurus, but be patient, 
you may soon be able to leave the 
house. In the middle of March, you 
may feel suddenly illuminated, as 
if by some blinding, immeasurable 
force from above. Please stay calm. 
That is the sun. 
Gemini – You will be persuaded to 
make a large purchase in the near 
future. This purchase will lead to 
several other large purchases that 
will, in turn, lead to you owning 
an 18-wheeler with mudflaps 
that read “ice, ice baby” on them. 
Congratulations.
Cancer – Things are becoming 
clear now, Cancer–it’s the things 
you own that matter, not the people 
you are with. Write your initials on 
everything you own. They are a part 
of you now. Then write your initials 
on everything your roommate owns. 
Then accuse her of stealing and have 
her arrested, or at least expelled. Then 
play Wii Tennis by yourself.
Leo – You’ve felt suffocated lately 
and you need freedom from the 
forces restraining you. Don’t be 
afraid to throw tantrums, and push 
all of your friends and loved ones 
away. Watch as your life goals drain 
away in your tilted, impulsive quest 
for happiness. If that doesn’t work, 
try loosening your scarf. You look a 
little purple.
Virgo – All your hard work will pay 
off soon, but you must pass this final 
test. They will ask you to pee in a 
cup. You musn’t fill it with your own 
pee, but attain pee from someone 
innocent, like a child or someone 
who lives in the substance free dorm. 
Once you possess the golden goblet, 
all the glorious windows in the world 
will be open to you, except the ones 
in the second floor bathroom. Those 
don’t open for some reason.
Libra – Someone’s been plotting 
against you, Libra, you’ve felt it for 
some time. What are the odds that 
you would get a C on this assignment 
and a D on the last one, since you did 
them both the night before? Exactly. 
Drop out. Everybody is against you.
Scorpio – The object of your desires 
has been dwelling on the periphery, 
wary of your advances. Fear not. The 
key to your beloved’s heart is shaped 
like a stop sign, smells like a pot roast, 
sounds like a dingbat and feels like a 
fist full of mayonnaise. Simply give 
this to them and they will be yours. 
They might be vomiting, also.
Sagittarius – In your past life you 
very well may have been a Sorcerer. 
Decide to behave like one regardless. 
Nervously cast spells on strangers 
while wearing a buzzard skull around 
your neck. The fate of the world may 
very well be in your hands. Unless 
that is a piece of broccoli, which it 
does seem to be.
Capricorn – You have isolated 
yourself so much over the past few 
months that you feel completely 
cut off from the dating world. Get 
an OKCupid account and post 
pictures of you in your boxers in 
the bathroom mirror. Write your 
profile using only words in all caps 
and emoticons. True love is out 
there, Capricorn, and her name is 
JiggYpOo17. 
Aquarius – Things become 
increasingly unclear to you as you 
read this horoscope, but don’t stop. 
Problems are like leaves, and you are 
like the gutter. Be careful you don’t 
slip and fall out of the ocean. And 
beware! The sharks are, like, tiger 
sharks. 
 
Pisces – It is always best to be 
extremely mindful and cautious 
when moving through stages in one’s 
life. But when moving up in floors, 
in the library elevators, for instance, 
you can go ahead and just push the 
button. You’ve been standing there 
for like ten minutes.
hOrOSCOPES
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looks to right the ship 
in NWC tournament
Women’s tennis picks up 
two early season victories
Women’s Tennis
Feb. 18 vs. George Fox:
W 7-2
Feb. 19 vs Pacifi c: 
W 5-4
Women’s Basketball
Feb. 18 vs Lewis & Clark: 
L 44-75
Feb. 19 vs George Fox:  
L 55-83
Going into the games this past 
weekend, the Logger women’s 
baseketball team was in second place 
and was ready to face the top two 
teams in the conference: Lewis and 
Clark and George Fox.  Th e Loggers 
needed two wins this weekend to 
earn the conference title and the top 
seed going into the conference tour-
nament. 
In their game against Lewis and 
Clark, the Loggers fell behind the 
Pioneers early on and could not get 
ahead. Only one logger, junior Joc-
elyn Riordan (Lake Forest Park, 
Wash.), was able to get into double 
digits, scoring 11 points. Th e team 
averaged a low 22.4 shooting per-
centage for the game. Aft er losing 
75-44, the Loggers had to rebound 
for their next big game against the 
George Fox Bruins.
 “Th e Lewis and Clark game was a 
really tough loss for the team because 
we never really felt like we were in 
the game. LC came out right from 
the jump and never looked back. 
Th e team as a whole lacked passion 
during the game. Aft er the game we 
made sure to learn from our mis-
takes in the game but not dwell on 
them because we had another tough 
match up the next night against 
George Fox. We wanted to make 
sure we didn’t let the negatives from 
the LC carry over to the next night,” 
Riordan said.
Th eir game against the Bruins 
marked the end of regular season 
play for the Loggers. In the game, the 
Loggers fought hard but could not 
come up with what it took to win in 
their 83-55 loss.
Th e Loggers played head to head 
with the Bruins until about 11 min-
utes into the fi rst half when the Bru-
ins took the lead and never looked 
back. Again Riordan was on the 
money, scoring 19 points and 9 re-
bounds for the Loggers and McKin-
nis had 13 points. Th e Loggers never 
got closer than 13 points to the Bru-
ins throughout the second half the 
game.
Fellow Captain sophomore Kelsey 
McKinnis (Ashland, Ore.) com-
mented, “Aft er the loss at George 
Fox, we analyzed our game fi lm and 
can see a lot of undisciplined mis-
takes that George Fox was able to 
capitalize on. We are tweaking a few 
things both off ensively and defen-
sively to give them a new look.”
Looking ahead next week, the 
Loggers, who fi nished third, will play 
in the Northwest Conference Tour-
nament starting Th ursday.
Riordan said, “We are head-
ing to George Fox this Th ursday to 
play them again in the fi rst round 
of Northwest Conference tourna-
ment. We are one of only four teams 
in our conference that still have the 
opportunity to play since we made it 
to playoff s. We know what mistakes 
we made when we played them last 
weekend, so we will do our best to 
correct them this week in practice. 
However, the biggest key is to leave 
it all out on the fl oor. Whether or not 
our shots are falling we are going to 
give it everything we have left  and try 
to represent the University of Puget 
Sound as well as we possibly can.”
By ANTHEA AASEN
Focus: Payne will have her team ready for the NWC Tournament.
For the past few seasons, Log-
ger tennis has struggled to gain its 
footing on the court.  However, 
this season looks to be diff erent.  
Over the past weekend, the 
women’s tennis team earned a 
victory against George Fox 7-2 
and squeaked past Pacifi c with a 
5-4 win.  Although their fi rst two 
matches of the season ended in 
losses, it appears as though wom-
en’s tennis has found its stride and 
is running with it.  
“Th e season is going great! We 
just picked up a big win over Pa-
cifi c the past weekend, and I think 
we’re going to have a good sea-
son.  We’re defi nitely playing good 
tennis. Whether we win or lose, I 
know we are going to have a lot of 
fun this season,” freshman Marissa 
Friedman (Novato, Calif.) said.  
Th e team earned its fi rst of the 
season at the home-opener game. 
A sweep of the double matches 
allowed to Loggers to hold on to 
the lead.  Four wins in the singles 
didn’t hurt either.  
Th e winning streak continued 
on Saturday. Th e Loggers gained 
the necessary 2-1 advantage in 
doubles.  Friedman and freshman 
Logan Th ompson (Decorah, Iowa) 
made quick work of Pacifi c’s play-
ers with an 8-1 victory.  Th is was 
followed by an 8-6 victory by ju-
nior Ada Yu (Salem, Ore.) and 
freshman Jenna Gerdsen (Honolu-
lu, Hawaii).
“In terms of skill level, the whole 
team is fairly equal and our off 
court relationship is outstanding! 
I feel that the team has really con-
nected one another.  I absolutely 
love the team,” Gerdsen said.  
Th e team win was clinched by 
Ada Yu in the no. 5 match 7-5, 6-4. 
Tennis is oft en considered an indi-
viduals sport, but the victories of 
last weekend took the entire team.  
“Th e team dynamic is incredible! 
As a freshman and mid-year trans-
fer, I was nervous about getting 
along with the team, but they were 
more than welcoming towards me, 
and have accepted me without hes-
itation. Th e team is made up of a 
great group of girls, and win or 
lose, we are always supportive of 
each other because not only are we 
teammates but we are really good 
friends as well,” Friedman said.  
With a strong team and a new 
season, this might be the year that 
the Logger women dominate the 
courts.  
Tennis will be on the road next 
week as they travel to Whitworth 
on Feb. 28.  
By HANNAH CHASE
Softball opens season at Northwest Cup; NAIA schools 
prove too much for Loggers as bats fail to produce runs
Th e lady Logger soft ball squad 
kicked off  their 2011 campaign 
with high hopes. Ultimately the 
team fell just a bit short against 
tough competition in the North-
west Cup down in Portland, Ore. 
last weekend. 
Logger soft ball has been very un-
derclassmen-oriented the last cou-
ple of years, but it is fi nally time 
for a mature, veteran team to step 
onto the fi eld in an attempt to fi n-
ish atop the Northwest Conference 
when the dust settles at the end of 
April.
Th e fi rst stop for the Loggers 
was a bit disappointing by win/
loss standards, but the weekend 
was not without highlights. Playing 
against all NAIA schools already 
partway through their season, the 
Loggers’ pitching staff  stepped up 
and “pitched really well despite the 
off ense coming up short in a lot of 
games,” junior outfi elder Anthea 
Aasen (Tacoma, Wash.) said, one 
of which was a close 4-3 loss to the 
College of Idaho. 
Senior Auriel Sperberg (Span-
away, Wash.) started the game, 
pitching four solid innings of two-
run ball before she was relieved by 
junior Joleen Monfi letto (Everett, 
Wash.). Mofi letto closed out the 
game, giving up just two runs as 
well. Th e off ensive charge, led by 
Aasen with two RBIs, came up just 
short, as the College of Idaho was 
able to hold the Loggers scoreless 
in the fi nal four innings.
On the weekend, the Loggers en-
joyed three home runs and four 
doubles, as well as 22 hits in all 
four games combined. Aasen had 
three RBIs on the weekend, includ-
ing one home run against Concor-
dia Sunday morning. Junior Aryn 
Grause (Corvallis, Ore./Crescent 
Valley) tacked on a home run as 
well as three RBIs herself, while ju-
niors Monfi letto and Chrissy At-
terson (Marysville, Wash.) each 
drove in a run. Th e Logger off ense 
hit a collective .232 at the plate 
with a .368 slugging percentage.
As the weather warms up, so will 
the Logger bats.  Combine this with 
the improved defense and veter-
an pitching who showed just how 
good they could be this weekend 
and it should be quite a year for the 
Loggers’ soft ball team in 2011.
By TYLER VLASAK
Swinging for the Fences: Anthea Aasen dropped a bomb on Concordia over the last weekend.
Soft ball
Feb. 19 vs Col. of Idaho: 
L 3-4
Feb. 19 vs NW Christian: 
L 0-6
Feb. 20 vs British 
Columbia
L 4-7
Feb. 20 vs. Concordia
L 1-9
Looking ahead: Junior Madison Holtz and the rest of the 
women’s tennis team are focused on this season, not the past.
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Loggers battle Whitworth 
Pirates to a preseason draw
Logger baseball pulled out a pair 
of wins and a pair of losses in two 
back-to-back double header games 
last weekend against Whitworth 
Pirates.  
“We shook off  some early season 
rust and managed to win a couple 
of games in the process. We have 
more depth this year than in years 
past and this allows us to have 
somebody to count on for any sit-
uation. Th is confi dence is going to 
allow us to win a lot of games and 
be very competitive as the season 
progresses,” junior infi elder Will 
Mentor (Seattle, Wash.) said. 
Th e Loggers dominated the fi rst 
game of the four game weekend 
with an impressive 10-3 win over 
Whitworth.  Th e Pirates made an 
early run during the fi rst inning; 
however, they were dominated by 
Logger’s off ense during the rest of 
the game. 
Senior infi elder Dakota Resnik 
(Bellevue, Wash.), junior outfi eld-
er Casey Coberly (Boise, Idaho) 
and senior outfi elder Chaz Kram-
er (Boulder, Colo.) led the team 
by each hitting two RBIs.  Cober-
ly and Kramer each got three hits 
as well.  Sophomore pitcher, Matt 
Robinson (Lafayette, Calif.), was 
the hero of the game.  He single-
handedly shut down the Pirates by 
striking out nine batters, walking 
one and only allowing three runs 
while pitching the entire game.   
“We showed what we can do of-
fensively this weekend and we did 
a lot of really good things in terms 
of manufacturing runs.  We know 
we can go out there and compete 
everyday with the best teams in the 
conference, but we need to tight-
en up the defense as a whole. It’s 
the fi rst series of the year and we’ll 
keep getting better every week. I’m 
excited to see what this team can 
do,” Robinson said.
Saturday’s second game end-
ed in a heartbreaking 11-10 loss 
for the Loggers.  Both teams in-
tensifi ed their off ensive play.  De-
spite the Loggers’ loss, they played 
an amazing game. Resnik and ju-
nior outfi elder Matt Cox (Salem, 
Ore.) led the team with three sto-
len bases each out of the eight total 
team steals.  Cox and Coberly hit 
the fi rst two home runs of the year 
as well.  Cox added to his amazing 
night with fi ve RBIs.  Resnik dou-
bled in the second inning and be-
came the all-time doubles leader in 
Logger history.  
In the fi rst inning both teams 
scored three runs.  Th e Loggers’ 
three runs came from one mighty 
hit from Cox. In the second in-
ning the Loggers took the lead 
with three runs while the Pirates 
only managed to pull out one.  Th e 
game stayed tied in a back and 
forth series of runs throughout the 
next fi ve innings.  Th e seventh in-
ning ended in a nail biting 10-10 
tie. Th e Pirates scored one more 
run in the eighth to end the game 
11-10.   
Despite Sunday’s beautiful 
weather, the Loggers got off  to a 
rocky start.  Eight Logger errors 
and Whitworth’s unrelenting bar-
rage of runs led the Loggers to an 
11-4 loss.   
Whitworth scored four unan-
swered runs in the fi rst inning and 
it wasn’t until aft er the sixth in-
ning that the Loggers had closed 
the gap with four runs. Whitworth 
didn’t allow the Loggers to make 
up any more ground; they scored 
seven more runs by the end of the 
game.
“Off ensively we put some things 
together but if we want to reach 
our goals as a team we are going to 
have to play defense more consis-
tently,” Resnik concluded. 
Th e Loggers came out psyched 
and ready for the last game of the 
weekend series.  Th is energy led 
them to a 10-6 victory over Whit-
worth.  Th ey took charge in the 
fi rst inning with three runs fol-
lowed by two more in the second 
and three in the third. Coberly got 
three RBI’s and Cox stroked two 
doubles. Down 8-1, Whitworth 
didn’t want to accept defeat. Th ey 
made a comeback in the fourth in-
ning with fi ve runs. Th ankfully, 
freshman pitcher Tad Finnie en-
tered the game and didn’t allow 
the Pirates to advance any further. 
Freshman pitcher Jeff  Walton 
(Carmichael, Calif.) then came in 
and pitched three shutout innings. 
Th e Loggers scored two more runs 
at the end of the game to insure the 
win.  
Cox summed up the weekend’s 
games by concluding, “Th is week-
end showed something about 
the kind of talent we have but it 
also showed that we are inconsis-
tent right now so the talent really 
means nothing if we aren’t con-
sistently winning instead of split-
ting series. Th e big thing is for us 
to get better and be ready for the 
league season to start. We play 
Whitworth in a league series three 
weeks from now and I think we all 
have the attitude that we should be 
good enough to sweep them the 
next time around.”
Young Guns: Jarrod Beiser is one of many freshman who will 
be called on to contribute to the baseball team this season.
Baseball
Feb. 19 vs Whitworth: 
Game 1: W 10-3
Game 2: L 10-11
Feb. 20 vs Whitworth:
Game 1: L 4-11
Game 2: W 10-6
By HEIDI COE
Men’s basketball ends season on 
high note, looks ahead to future
Future: Juniors Anthony Gittens (top) and Caleb Shelton (bot-
tom) are two key players returning next season for the Loggers.
Th e 2010-2011 men’s basket-
ball season came to an end this past 
weekend on the road with the Log-
gers going 1-1 in their two-game set 
with Lewis and Clark and George 
Fox. Puget Sound dropped a heart-
breaker to the Pioneers of Lewis and 
Clark on Friday in overtime, but re-
bounded on Saturday to fi nish out 
the season with a close win over the 
Bruins.
Junior Kaleb Shelton 
(Tacoma,Wash.) posted an excel-
lent 26-point performance in the 
Loggers’ 89-85 loss to the Pioneers. 
Th e battle went back and forth 
throughout the game and eventu-
ally went to overtime aft er the Log-
gers relinquished a 13-point sec-
ond-half lead despite Shelton’s 
impressive scoring. 
Puget Sound came out hot in 
the extra pe-
riod, jump-
ing out to an 
early lead on 
the strength 









the Pioneers put together an unan-
swered nine-point run to take the 
lead and cap off  the victory.
On Saturday, it was the Loggers 
who utilized a second-half come-
back to pick up the 66-63 victory in 
their match-up with George Fox. 
Junior Anthony Gittens (Ta-
coma, Wash.) recorded a double-
double and Shelton posted a game-
high 20 points to help propel Puget 
Sound to victory. Coach Justin Lunt 
praised his young perimeter shoot-
ers, commenting that sophomore 
Caleb Gauff  (Sacramento, Calif.) 
and Colbert “really were X-factors”. 
Despite having such a young core 
group of players, the Loggers had 
a fair amount of success this year, 
going 10-15 overall and 7-9 in the 
Northwest Conference play. 
With so many returning play-
ers, next season’s outlook should be 
overwhelmingly positive for Puget 
Sound. 
“I feel that we have really high 
expectations for next season. We 
gained a lot of experience this sea-
son so we should be a big contend-
er for the conference title and make 
a run in the national tournament. 
It’s big that we had so many un-
derclassmen get a lot of experience 
this year,” junior Ryan Rogers (Ta-
coma, Wa.) said. “It is going to pay 
off  next sea-
son when 







J u n i o r 
Edric Eg-
b e r u a r e 
(San Jose, 
Calif.) also 
shared Rogers’ enthusiasm for next 
season, commenting “With only 
one senior gone we should defi nite-
ly be at the top of the conference. 
Th is year, even though we didn’t 
get the results we wanted, we hung 
with and could have beaten all the 
top teams. With everybody getting 
in some action this year that should 
help us a lot next year with closing 
out games.”
As this season comes to a close, it 
is certain that next year’s season of 








Fri: 3:00, 5:45, 8:30
Sat/Sun: 12:15, *3:00, 5:45, 8:30
Mon-Thurs: 3:00, 5:45, 8:30
* A discussion will follow Saturday’s 3:00pm showing
THE KING’S 
SPEECH (R)
Fri: 1:50, 4:20, 6:45, 9:15
Sat/Sun: 11:20am, 1:50, 4:20, 6:45, 9:15
Mon-Thurs: 1:50, 4:20, 6:45, 9:15
TRUE GRIT (PG-13)
Fri: 2:10, 4:35, 7:00, 9:25
Sat: 11:40am, 2:10, 4:35, 7, 9:25
Sun-Thurs: 2:10, 4:35, 7:00, 9:25
BARNEY’S VERSION (R)
Fri: 2:50, 6:05, 8:45
Sat/Sun: 12:00, 2:50, 6:05, 8:45
Mon-Thurs: 2:50, 6:05, 8:45
Men’s Basketball
Feb. 18 vs Lews & Clark:
L 85-89 (OT)
Feb. 19 vs George Fox:
W 66-63 
“I feel that we have really high 
expectations for next season. 
We gained a lot of experience 
this season and should be a big 
contender for the conference 
tournament.”
—Ryan Rogers
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A story about “connection,” says 
Director Geoff Proehl—as well as 
the fleetingness of time, the desires 
of the heart and the significance of 
the past—The Trip to Bountiful is 
sure to be a unique experience. 
 The Trip to Bountiful, originally 
written by Academy Award win-
ning writer Horton Foote, will open 
tonight at 7:30 p.m. It is directed by 
Puget Sound’s Geoff Proehl, Profes-
sor of Theater Arts. The play tells 
the story of Carrie Watts, an elderly 
woman who desires to leave her 
claustrophobic Houston apartment, 
where she lives with her son and 
daughter-in-law, for her childhood 
home. 
“As we’ve worked on this play in 
rehearsal…we’ve thought quite a 
bit about how in telling this story 
of Foote’s people, we also tell sto-
ries of our people, particularly, in 
this instance, those older people, 
grandparents and important others 
who have–sentimentally and not so 
sentimentally–taught us about love 
and difficulty, beauty and ugliness, 
life and death,” Proehl writes in his 
program note. 
 “We’re telling the story of our 
grandparents in a way and sort of 
reconnecting with our rural past 
that’s been lost and that connec-
tion to the environment in a way. 
And I think remembering where 
you come from is a really big part of 
what this show is about,” Julia Mill-
er, dramaturg for Bountiful said.  
Miller shared her input as she 
worked on the dramaturgical time-
line, which is meant to “connect 
their characters’ experiences with 
those of their families, and to, in 
turn, connect those experiences to 
a broader historical context,” she 
writes in her dramaturgical note. 
The timeline includes historical 
events, the births of the characters 
and the births of the cast mem-
bers’ grandparents. The timeline 
also displays pictures of cast mem-
bers’ grandparents as both children 
and adults. Miller mentioned that 
throughout the production process, 
many of the actors discovered that 
their families had moved from the 
country to the city, just as Carrie 
Watts had.  
“It [Bountiful] can be very dis-
connected, in ways, from our expe-
rience. The themes are very appli-
cable, but I don’t know if the actual 
characters are going to be relatable 
to people’s daily experience. We 
found the more that we talked about 
our family’s experience as a whole, 
the more we could understand it,” 
Miller said.
For its production at Puget 
Sound, Bountiful was stripped 
down to a minimum to eliminate 
the “fluff.” 
Originally Bountiful was a tele-
play, and then it was adapated to a 
Broadway play and finally a screen-
play. These three versions were laid 
side-by-side and compared in order 
to determine what needed to go. As 
a result, the play will only be one act 
with no intermission and will run a 
little over an hour. 
With a lone rocking chair in the 
middle of the stage, several black 
boxes, two door frames, two lamps 
and a coat rack, the minimalist set 
reflects Proehl’s desire to keep the 
play as “stripped down to the bare 
essentials” as possible. 
At the beginning of every scene, 
the actors will introduce the setting 
as they stand on the cedar wood 
floor in front of two large photo-
graphs; one of a seemingly endless 
road and another of an abandoned, 
shackled farmhouse.
“The space is very limited. Every-
thing is on the stage, including the 
seating, so you’re very close to the 
actors and you have to be prepared 
for that,” Miller said. “Your imagi-
nation is going to have to do a lot 
in creating the atmosphere and the 
environment. I think it’s very effec-
tive, especially for the story we’re 
trying to tell, but not everyone may 
be used to that kind of theater.”
Bountiful takes place in Hous-
ton and a town on the Gulf Coast 
of Texas. These places are based on 
Foote’s personal experiences. 
Because the play so closely deals 
with the connection to the land, 
some members of the cast took a 
field trip to Nisqually, Wash. so 
that they could better understand 
the signficance of the play’s setting, 
as well as better relate to the scen-
ery. They even acted out the “bus” 
scenes on the ride there. 
To further understand and con-
nect to this play, the cast devoted 
a lot of time to developing their 
characters’ biographies. They also 
watched a 1950s instructional vid-
eo, called “A Date with Your Fam-
ily,” which depicts the ideal family 
structure and behavior and gave the 
cast an idea of family expectations 
and gender roles of the 1950s.  
Bountiful may not be a conven-
tional play, and the audience may 
not be able to relate to specific 
events or issues that are time-sen-
sitive, but nonetheless, the themes 
illustrated through the play are un-
deniably universal. 
“It’s very quiet, meditative. It’ll 
take a lot of engagement on the part 
of the audience,” Miller said. 
“Geoff doesn’t want to have those 
plug moments where a character 
goes and makes a giant speech and 
everything gets emotional. Our big-
gest goal is to have it be true,” Casey 
Oakes said.  
Oakes reads his blurb for the dra-
maturgical timeline: “‘In its purest 
form, the play is a meditation on 
time. Time allows nothing to last…
It can be a scary thought but we 
must try and learn from those who 
came before us to find a peace in 
the passing of time. To understand 
and accept this moment cannot last, 
and that is a beautiful thing. Noth-
ing lasts, nothing can, and it is pure 
and right.” 
trip to Bountiful rides on smooth terrain
By TOMMY STONE
This past Tuesday, Bright Eyes re-
leased their seventh and final studio 
album. It has been three years since 
listeners were surprised at the sty-
listic changes made on their rootsy, 
Americana release Cassadaga. 
The People’s Key is a science-fic-
tion journey. On the first track alone, 
“Firewall,” the insane ramblings of 
a strange man are given the spot-
light—alternate dimensions, reptil-
ian enslavement of humans, etc.—as 
well as electronic instruments, never 
used so extensively since Bright Eyes’ 
electro-pop venture of 2005, Digital 
Ash in a Digital Urn. 
Whereas electronic instruments 
on that album were used to embellish 
lyrics of the band’s brooding front-
man, Conor Oberst, electronics and 
other instruments of The People’s Key 
seem to be the focus of the album. 
“Electric” is certainly an appropriate 
word to describe the bouncy, even 
fun music style.
A volley of aggressive electric gui-
tar riffs erupts into the next song, 
“Jejune Stars.” It’s one of the stron-
ger pieces of the album, the kind of 
song that brightens up a day. How-
ever, once more at the close of the 
song, the strange man rambles about 
pomegranates. I find myself skipping 
these parts, irritated with his pres-
ence on the album.
A low-energy piece, “Approxi-
mate Sunlight,” leads into “Haile 
Selassie,” an incredibly hooky song. 
With shimmering guitars and a 
steady beat, it’s a song I find myself 
coming back to often. Still, the lyrics 
of this song are fairly cliché, especial-
ly for Oberst. 
“A Machine Spiritual (In the 
People’s Key)” is a more psychedelic 
piece, where Oberst muses about 
the namesake of the album: “The 
People’s Key / Ringing, filling every-
thing,” and how he’ll “float into the 
ether.” It transitions well into my 
personal favorite song of the album, 
“Triple Spiral.” Distorted guitars and 
a bright melody hook the listener im-
mediately.
Acoustic guitars introduce “Be-
ginner’s Mind,” another interesting, 
psychedelic venture for Bright Eyes. 
Oberst’s voice is heavily distorted on 
the song as gurgling synths dance 
around it.
“Ladder Song” is an emotionally-
charged piano ballad. Oberst laments 
the suicide of a dear friend from his 
home state, Nebraska. 
“One for You, One for Me” closes 
the album effectively. Not for the 
first time on the album, Oberst men-
tions Hitler: “One for the Führer / 
One for his child-bride.” If I heard 
The People’s Key anonymously, on 
the radio for example, I would enjoy 
the music. Bright Eyes’ new album 
is definitely good, but so alien when 
compared to their other work that 
it is almost beyond recognition as a 
part of their discography. 
Although The People’s Key is not 
necessarily disappointing, a ma-
jor criticism is that Oberst’s lyrics 
are understated. Oberst’s signature 
manner of passionately spitting off 
his political, social and emotional 
musings takes a backseat on Bright 
Eyes’ final album. Perhaps it had to 
do with the production but for the 
majority of the album, any poignant 
observations are too drowned out by 
noise.
To many, this would seem at odds 
with what Bright Eyes has main-
tained as its reputation among emo 
kids and cigarette-toting cynics 
alike–the brilliant, thought-provok-
ing, and often disturbing manifesta-






Despite the rumors and hype, 
Garden Level did not audition for 
“America’s Got Talent” last Sunday. 
At least, not seriously. Although 
the 11 members of the men’s a cap-
pella group did perform a 90-sec-
ond snippet for the “America’s Got 
Talent” judges, Garden Level did 
not consider it an audition. 
Instead, it was an opportunity to 
get some feedback. They never actu-
ally considered being on the show. 
The hype about the so-called 
audition was spurred by an article 
released by the Puget Sound Media 
Relations last week that publicized 
the group’s intention to try out for 
the show. However, Garden Level 
never intended to make it such a big 
deal among the students. 
“We were invited by the produc-
ers of the show and thought, ‘why 
not try?’” member Patrick Schnei-
der said. Although there is a one 
million dollar prize for the winner, 
it didn’t serve as much incentive for 
the group.
“We did not want to do it for the 
money. Even if we were to make 
it past the first round, we would 
have declined to go back because 
we are full-time students. School is 
our number one priority,” member 
Francis Reynolds said. “We audi-
tioned because it was something 
different to do and we wanted to get 
some feedback from the judges.”
Other universities’ a cappella 
groups, such as the University of 
Oregon’s On the Rocks, competed 
in the Sing-Off, which aired in De-
cember of 2010. However, Garden 
Level is not trying to professionalize 
or publicize itself in that way. 
“We don’t want to make a big 
deal about our audition. We just did 
it for fun,” member Kyle Long said. 
The group emphasized that it was 
just an experience and that it would 
have been silly not to try since they 
were invited. 
The men went to the Tacoma 
Convention Center on Sunday af-
ternoon and sang multiple songs for 
the judges. In addition to singing, 
they were able to meet some of the 
other contestants.
“It was a new experience for us. 
We sang our songs well and got 
positive feedback which is what we 
were looking for,” Reynolds said. 
As of now, Garden Level is wait-
ing to hear to see if they will receive 
a call back to the next level of the 
competition which would take place 
in Seattle on March 2. 
Garden Level auditions 
for reality television
GaGa better left unBorn
By LEAH WEITZ 
On Feb. 11, Stefani Germanotta, 
known within the music industry as 
Lady Gaga, released the first single 
from her upcoming album, Born This 
Way. The titular single is a fast-tempo 
anthem, which Gaga reportedly wrote 
in response to increased instances of 
bully-induced teen suicide. According 
to Gaga, the song “Born This Way” 
will/can/could change the world.
The song debuted at number one on 
the Billboard Hot 100 and marked the 
1,000th number one single in the chart’s 
history. 
The song’s popularity is largely due 
to the amount of hype it received; in the 
days leading up to its release, Twitter 
and other social media sites were abuzz 
with anticipation for the song’s release 
date, with “BornThisWayFriday” and 
other Gaga-related phrases trending. 
“Born This Way” saw the fastest rise to 
number one in iTunes history.
When “Born This Way” was re-
leased, responses were shockingly 
mixed. Accusations of unoriginal-
ity surfaced almost immediately, citing 
striking similarities to Madonna’s 1989 
song “Express Yourself” in both musi-
cal style and substance. 
A singer whose image largely con-
sists of pushing boundaries and being 
original, Gaga responded to these ac-
cusations by merely stating that she 
greatly admires Madonna. 
However, the song’s shortcomings 
are not limited to mere unoriginality. 
The lyrics are astoundingly banal, sur-
prising particularly because they stem 
from the same woman who wrote “I 
want your Psycho, your vertical stick 
/ Want you in my rear window, baby 
you’re sick.” 
The lyrics of “Born This Way” are 
straightforward to a degree near ab-
surdity: the singer chants, “I’m beauti-
ful in my way / Cause God makes no 
mistakes / I’m on the right track, baby 
/ I was born this way.” Aside from 
rhyming “way” with “way,” she leaves 
no room for subtlety throughout the 
piece. The lyrics are straightforward 
and clichéd: be yourself. 
If the musicality of the piece were 
spectacular to the degree of “Bad Ro-
mance or “Paparazzi”, then perhaps 
the simple lyrics could be forgiven. 
However, the “Express Yourself”-esque 
melodies merely inspire nostalgia for 
horrible 80’s pop. Gaga’s vocals suffer 
at points from exaggerated dramatics, 
bordering on histrionics, particularly 
during the slower singing in the verses.
Reactions to the song from loyal 
Lady Gaga fans have been mixed. 
When it was debuted on  PerezHilton.
com, posters commented “I really real-
ly don’t like this song. It sucks!!!!,” “I’m 
a huge Gaga fan, and this is actually not 
that great L!,” and “My first impression 
is it’s not amazing. I will probably grow 
to love the song but it’s not the best 
she’s ever written.”
It’s hard not to be disappointed with 
“Born This Way.” In the wake of its 
release, dissatisfied Gaga fans tensely 
await the full cd release of Born This 
Way on May 23.
Tunes: A capella group gains feedback through auditions. 
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Nico Sophiea’s Feb. 20 senior 
composition recital reminded me 
just how good the students of the 
Puget Sound School of Music are. 
Fortunately for me, I had a chance to 
chat with Sophiea about his music, 
his influences and his compositional 
processes.
Although his primary instrument 
is percussion–Sophiea has played 
rock and jazz drums and performs 
with several of the school’s ensem-
bles–he says he didn’t want drum-
ming to be the only way in which he 
could express himself. 
With a musician father and an art-
ist mother, Sophiea says he grew up 
with plenty of good musical influenc-
es. Especially moved by composers 
like John Cage, Steve Reich and Mark 
Rothko, Sophiea also draws a large 
amount of inspiration from popular 
music like Deerhunter and Nirvana. 
During his recital, inspired by the 
goings-on around him, Sophiea said 
a lot of his music was influenced by 
socio-economic issues, but that he 
resents “activist” art that withdraws 
from its object in order to offer com-
mentary on it. 
His first piece, “Syndicate,” written 
for cello and piano, was composed 
during his sophomore year. “It has 
a lot of rock influences in it and also 
a lot of Stravinsky,” Sophiea told me. 
Beginning sparsely, the piece worked 
its way into a complex tumult of 
rocking rhythms and aggressive 
harmony. The interplay between the 
cello and the piano, each contingent 
upon the other, suggested that the 
piece was about something much 
larger than itself. As quickly as the 
piece wound up, it was finished, with 
the last few luminous notes from 
the piano hovering in the air over a 
stunned audience. 
Sophiea’s second work, “An Injury 
to One” for percussion ensemble, 
derived its name from the motto of 
the Industrial Workers of the World: 
“An Injury to One is An Injury to 
All.” Reflective of class struggle, the 
programmatic piece showcased So-
phiea’s impeccable skill with per-
cussion. As he took the podium to 
conduct the ensemble, there was a 
certainty in his stance that was mir-
rored by each of the players before 
him. 
As the piece got underway, I was 
struck by the unfolding rhythmic 
patterns of the instruments that wove 
in and out of each other. A hypnotic 
bass drum propelled the music for-
ward, urging the instruments into an 
upward frenzy where they became 
unified. Cacophonic, the music never 
once became chaotic or disorganized. 
An ethereal second movement closed 
the room in a pensive claustrophobia 
so thick you could have heard even 
the smallest sound from across the 
concert hall. 
The final piece, “Under Siege,” is 
the most recent. Inspired by a poem 
of the same name by Palestinian poet 
Mahmoud Darwish, the piece best 
accomplished the reflective state that 
Sophiea strove for all along. Begin-
ning with hypnotic, pulsing breath-
ings of violin, cello and bass, “Under 
Siege” cultivated an aura of mystery, 
a sacred, deserted place into which 
the listener could pour her thoughts 
and examine. 
Using innovative techniques like 
striking the piano strings with a 
mallet and having vocalists speak, 
breathe, and sing into a timpani, 
“Under Siege” was by far the lovliest 
piece of the set. I couldn’t help but 
think that for an undergraduate, So-
phiea had flawlessly crafted a beauti-
ful work that would carry him far. 
Sophiea delivers strikingly unique, inspired music
“Marked” offers elastic abstraction, mind-tripping images
By KATE SCHWEND 
Although I’m sure that everyone 
has noticed that there are some major 
changes happening in the S.U.B., I’d 
like to take a moment to highlight the 
most recent ones, as well as introduce 
you to the woman behind them.  
That woman is Melissa Flood, the 
new manager of all things food on 
campus.  She’s been in the food busi-
ness for longer than most of us have 
been alive, and she’s done almost ev-
erything in the food world—from 
chopping tomatoes to overseeing hun-
dreds of tomato-choppers.
In Flood’s vision for the S.U.B., 
sustainability is a key issue, as well as 
eliminating high-fructose corn syrup 
wherever possible.  Of high-priority 
has been expanding gluten-free and 
vegan options.  Bagels, for example, 
are now vegan, except for the cheesy 
varieties, of course.  
The latest thing that Flood is ex-
cited about is the new coffee creamer. 
Formerly, flavored coffee creamer 
was available only in those ubiquitous 
little white plastic cups.  As of a couple 
weeks ago, however, the Diner started 
making homemade flavored coffee 
creamers.  
Initially, Flood only meant to get 
rid of the unsustainable plastic cups 
by buying creamer in bulk from the 
same company.  But after seeing the 
ingredient list, which was “unbeliev-
ably scary”, she decided that the Diner 
could just as easily make the same 
product, eliminating in one stroke the 
unhealthy ingredients and unsustain-
able cups, and reducing the cost. 
Now coffee creamers are made from 
either soy milk or half and half and fla-
vored espresso syrups, which is much 
better health-wise for creamer-loving 
students.
Another popular change this se-
mester has been the addition of the 
frozen yogurt machines, which have 
received unanimous thumbs-ups from 
students. Soon, the Diner will switch to 
using Cloud Top frozen yogurt, which 
is organic, HFCS-free and gluten-free, 
with many other health-conscious at-
tributes.  It’s great with cereal or gra-
nola sprinkled on top, now possible 
thanks to the bulk cereal bins.
Some of the changes in the S.U.B. 
have been less popular, such as the 
disappearance of sprouts from the deli, 
which has met with much student pro-
test.  However, don’t expect them to be 
coming back anytime soon, regardless 
of how many comment cards you fill 
out.  The change is due to food safety, 
because sprouts are especially suscep-
tible to illness-causing bacteria.  “I re-
ally miss them,” Flood said. “If they 
are ever safe to serve again, believe me, 
they’ll be back.”
The most recent changes to Diner 
fare are the addition of the wrap sta-
tion (my vote: thumbs up!), and a 
revamping of the menu at the Italian 
station.  Other small changes include 
homemade cheese sauce at the Latin 
American station and cheese sticks, ja-
lapeno poppers, egg rolls and pot stick-
ers at the Grill.
There are changes to watch for in 
the near future too, though it isn’t 
being disclosed when they’ll happen. 
Watch for pizza-by-the-slice from the 
oven in the Panini area and new offer-
ings at the Latin American station.
Flood has also been working to 
make the other end of food consump-
tion more sustainable by looking for 
ways to reduce waste. Most promising 
is an agreement with a local chicken 
farmer, to whom she soon hopes to 
give kitchen scraps for feeding the 
hens.
Finally, the Diner website has also 
undergone a makeover.  Convenienc-
es on the website include a way to 
check your points, a recommended 
point usage chart, electronic feedback 
forms and—this is my very favorite—
an order form for sick students who 
want to send a friend to pick up food.
S.U.B. food in no way substandard
By CARMIN SMOOT
In gallery information released 
concurrently with Kittredge Gal-
lery’s most recent exhibition, 
“Marked”, curator and professor 
Elise Richman wrote: “Painting 
makes invisible thought visible. In 
painting, what you see is what you 
see and what it resembles.” 
The work of each of the three ex-
hibited artists, Susan Dory, Michelle 
Grabner and Margie Livingston, will 
remain until Feb. 26. 
“Marked” is currently occupying 
Kittredge’s Large Gallery, and “Pat-
terned Remarks: A Print Portfolio” 
(also wonderful) is taking up space 
in the Small Gallery.
The abstract works found in the 
former are profoundly introspec-
tive and the geometry of the marks 
is intended to, in turn, leave marks. 
The work of all three artists has been 
exhibited both nationally and inter-
nationally. 
I was immediately struck by the 
work of Susan Dory, as her pieces fill 
much of the gallery space. Dory used 
tape to create the organic shapes 
squeezed into her paintings, filling 
them in with vivid pastel acrylics. 
The layers of paint make the figures 
feel elastic and intertwined; one is 
left with a strong sense of the close-
ness of the relationships between 
them. 
Michelle Grabner’s work is remi-
niscent of those mind-tripping im-
ages you have to squint and stare at 
for a good 30 seconds before you see 
a picture of anything at all familiar. 
Although Grabner’s work remains 
firmly in the realm of abstraction, 
each work illuminates a mathemati-
cal system of arranged white marks 
on a circular black canvas: galax-
ies revolving around a center point. 
There are five works in all, each the 
same size. Their cohesive nature 
when placed together is striking.
For “Marked”, Margie Livingston 
has created three-dimensional struc-
tures made entirely of acrylic paint. 
The layered streaks of color are remi-
niscent of folded candy, and “Coiled 
Painting with Yellow Mouth” (2010) 
looks like a tongue glossed with psy-
chedelic swirls. Their tactility reach-
es out to the viewer, and the pieces 
seem so fluid that they beg to be 
stretched like taffy.
Overall, the exhibition is eye-
opening and definitely worth a visit. 
The artists will leave a mark, and 
“Marked” is a great example of the 
capacity of Kittredge to introduce to 
our campus community a range of 
talent, versatility and thought-pro-
voking art.        
2011 Oscar Predictions
By LINDSEY FLATT
The red carpet rolls out this com-
ing Sunday for the 83rd Annual 
Academy Awards, but if you can’t 
make it to Hollywood, never fear–
Tacoma offers its own Oscar excite-
ment. 
Non-profit indie cinema house 
The Grand is hosting its seventh an-
nual Academy Awards fundraising 
event this Sunday evening at a new 
venue: The Theater on the Square in 
downtown Tacoma. The Oscars will 
be screened on a huge movie screen 
amid a crowd of Tacoma filmies 
starting at 4 p.m.  If you show up in 
sweatpants and a hoodie but still feel 
the need to prep before your glam 
shot, Embellish Salon is offering free 
on-site make-
overs. In ad-
dition to being 
an excuse to 
dress up, the 
event will fea-
ture a costume 
contest (dress 
as a character 
from one of 
the movies up 
for an Oscar 
to win prizes), offering a further 
opportunity for sartorial extrava-
gances.
The $20 ticket  ($15 if you’re a 
member of The Grand) covers ad-
mission, numerous snacks, and a ca-
tered dinner and desert, with all pro-
ceeds benefiting The Grand. A raffle 
and silent auction offer something 
to do during those overly long ac-
ceptance speeches. And, to heighten 
the party atmosphere, there will of 
course be a cash bar. For tickets and 
additional information, vist www.
grandcinema.com.
Finally, a “Golden Ticket” (one 
year of free movies for the winner 
and one guest) is being offered for 
the person who correctly selects the 
most Academy Award recipients. 
And although I plan to win it, and 
therefore can’t give away all of my 
secrets, I will share a top picks list 
with you of my predictions for the 
Oscar winners this year.
The Oscar for Best Documentary 
had better go to what was by far the 
most original and delightfully twist-
ed documentary ever–Exit Through 
the Gift Shop–which still has me 
wondering whether anything in that 
movie was sincere.
My pick for Leading Actress is 
going to have to be Natalie Port-
man for Black Swan. The range and 
depth she 










ful, I have 
a gut feeling that Javier Bardem is 
going to win Best Actor–because 
I’ve seen the trailers, and those 
alone have been enough to wrench 
my heart. Although Jeff Bridges was 
pretty freaking awesome in True 
Grit, I’m just not sure if he’ll pull it 
off.
As much as I loved Black Swan 
and True Grit, I’m pretty sure that 
The Social Network will win Best 
Picture, simply because it is such a 
seminal portrayal of what is cur-
rently the most influential social and 
cultural outlet of this generation.
“An Injury to One”: Percussion pieces influenced by class struggle, by senior Nico Sophiea. 
Prep: The S.U.B. now offers healthier chemical-free options.
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“The Social Network will win 
Best Picture, simply because 
it is such a seminal portrayal 
of what is currently the most 
influential social and cultural 
outlet of this generation.”
